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General introduction to the parish 

Geographical and historical background     

Whitestone is a large, hilly, sparsely populated rural parish lying just three miles to the west of 

Exeter in Devon and is set in an area designated as of Great Landscape Value. The name is said to be 

derived from the ancient salt-way trading route which linked the Teign estuary saltpans to the 

market town of Crediton.  

Topographically, the parish is dominated by three east- west aligned ridges formed of slates and 

shale with occasional thin layers of sandstone. The stream catchments of the Nadder and of the 

Alphin Brook both drain to the east and south and are characterised by steep sided valleys with 

water flows which range from winter torrents to summer trickles. The Lily Brook catchment drains to 

the west and north and is of a similar nature.  At its highest point near Waddlesdown, the land rises 

to 248 metres and from its ridge tops there are extensive panoramic views eastwards over Exeter 

and to Woodbury Common; southwards to the Exe estuary, the Haldon hills and to the sea; 

westwards over villages and farmland to Dartmoor and over similar countryside northwards. 

Agriculture predominates, with extensive pasture fields and occasional arable cultivation on the 

flatter and more accessible land. Valleys are often wooded, with native broadleaves predominating. 

The narrow lanes, Devon banks, old hedge lines and verges host abundant spring flowers and 

verdant growth. 

The parish is characterised by a sequence of roughly parallel east-west orientated roads which 

follow the natural landforms. Early transport links used easier graded and dry ridge routes for foot 

passage and carriages and the original Whitestone settlement originated on one such route as a 

cluster of properties around the 13th century church of St. Catherine of Alexandria. Historically, the 

church tower was used as a landmark for sailors navigating the Exe estuary and to this day the 

church exercises its right to fly the White Ensign. As road construction techniques improved and 

vehicle development progressed, a turnpike linking Exeter to Cornwall was built on a lower east-

west ridge and settlement followed that road. The plaque at Nadderwater commemorates that this 

route through Whitestone formed part of the ‘Trafalgar Way’. The current village of Whitestone lies 

astride this road. A later turnpike was built following a lower and more sheltered river valley [now 

the C50–Old Tedburn Road]. Sporadic housing and business premises have developed along this 

easier graded route. The ridge roads are linked by occasional cross cutting narrow, steep graded 

north-south aligned lanes which often started life as rough footpaths or farm access tracks with 

fords. 

In the rest of the parish, houses are located in separate hamlets or groupings associated with lane 

junctions, old fording sites, clustered around old farm complexes or close to one of the two 

churches. The road network and pattern of housing still reflects their respective histories of growth. 

Housing stock ranges from medieval to modern. 

At the time of survey, the parish had just fewer than 300 households and a population of some 700. 
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Parish facilities 

Whitestone has a parish hall located at the westerly end of the village. The hall has a series of 

different sized rooms which can be hired. The main part of the hall has hearing loop facilities and a 

defibrillator is located within the building. There are toilets, a kitchen, good heating throughout, 

disabled access and good off road parking facilities. The building has a two star ‘Hallmark’ rating 

[quality standard for Devon’s Community buildings].  Behind the hall there is a community garden, a 

play park for children and a field which can be used for football etc. This hall facility provides one of 

the activity hubs for the parish and also acts as a polling station for local and parliamentary 

elections. 

There are two churches: St. Catherine's Church, Whitestone and St. Thomas' Church, Oldridge where 

spiritual and social activities take place in addition to a variety of services. 

There are two public houses within the parish boundary, the Royal Oak at Nadderwater Cross and 

the Travellers Rest on the Old Tedburn Road [C50].  

At present there are two functioning public telephone kiosks in the parish, one in the centre of the 

village and the other at Nadderwater Cross.  

Whitestone is served by the 173 bus service [Exeter to Moretonhampstead], which operates six days 

a week [not Sunday]. This service is timetabled to transport children to and from their local primary 

school in Tedburn St. Mary. A separate coach transports children to and from Queen Elizabeth 

Community College in Crediton. 

The  Old Tedburn Road [C50] is served by various buses and coaches seven days a week, including 

services 6 and 6A with designated timetabled stops in Tedburn St. Mary and at Pathfinder village 

[both outside the parish], but with request stops within the parish. These services run between 

Exeter and Bude via Holsworthy and Okehampton [6] and Exeter to Launceston via Okehampton 

[6A]. 

Whitestone is essentially a rural parish. Agriculture predominates, with a few businesses operating, 

in the main, off the Old Tedburn Road [C50]. Currently the parish has no post office or shop, 

although these have existed within living memory. 

  

Parish view looking south 
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 Parish social activities 

Thanks mainly to parish based volunteers who give a great deal of their time Whitestone is a 

thriving, lively community. 

The parish hall is the main centre for activities. The amateur dramatic society ‘Whitestone Players’ 

celebrated the 50th anniversary of their pantomime in 2017. Everyone aged five and above may 

participate in the pantomime.  There is an annual fete held in summer.  Regular activity groups 

routinely meet in the hall. Monthly activities include gardening club, social club, book club, arts and 

crafts and ‘Cuban Airwaves’ [band].  ‘Whitestone Walkers’ meet monthly for walks throughout 

Devon, congregating at the hall prior to setting off. Weekly events include table tennis and the 

community choir ‘Village Voices’. Whitestone short mat bowls takes place three times a week. 

Bell ringers practise weekly at St. Catherine’s church tower and hand-bell ringing takes place weekly 

at someone's house.  There are also other more ‘informal’ groups e.g. ladies bible study group and a 

separate prayer group whose members meet in parishioners’ homes.  ‘Parish Pals’ [social] and ‘Knit 

and Natter’ [social] meet at the Royal Oak on a monthly basis whilst Neighbourhood Watch also 

meets there as needed throughout the year. 

Externally led groups cater for other needs such as Whitestone baby and toddler group, art group, 

pilates, benefice choir and fusion dance classes.   

Parish communications 

Whitestone has both a website [www.whitestone-devon.org.uk] and a facebook group 

[https://www.facebook.com/Whitestonedevon ] which provide parishioners with information about 

the parish and events. There is also an informal email network which acts as a notification system for 

events, items wanted or unwanted, lost and found notices, alerts for neighbourhood watch issues 

etc. 

The parish has a monthly parish magazine which contains articles of interest, lists regular events and 

includes local interest advertising. There are also four notice boards sited within the parish at the 

parish hall, the bus shelter, St. Catherine’s Church and at the Royal Oak, Nadderwater.  Whitestone 

Parish Council meets monthly [except in August] at the parish hall to discuss matters of relevance to 

the community including planning applications, finance and correspondence passed to the Council.  

 
Parish fete 2017

 

http://www.whitestone-devon.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/Whitestonedevon
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General description of the process of developing and producing the Parish Plan 

What is a Parish Plan and why do we need one? 

A Parish Plan is a type of community led plan. It involves carrying out a wide ranging survey of the 

community, undertaken by its residents, for its own benefit. It should aim to be a statement of how 

the community sees itself developing over the next five to ten years. It should seek to reflect the 

views of all sections of the community and should identify local issues expressed either as 

opportunities to be explored or problems to be addressed. An Action Plan should be included to 

ensure that desired actions are taken forward. This should be kept as a live document and subject to 

regular progress reviews. 

The scope of a Parish Plan should be as holistic and comprehensive as is possible. It should cover 

anything that is seen as relevant to the community including social, cultural, economic and 

environmental issues as well as spatial planning and development related matters. The community 

decides what issues go into the plan and the agenda is set by the community itself. 

 We need a Parish Plan so that we are aware of what all sections of the community want and also 

what they do not want. The plan should articulate the needs of the residents, based on a wide 

ranging consultation and should provide an influential community mandate. This is important, not 

just so that we know that we are going in the right direction but so that, for example, if we apply for 

funding for a particular project, potential funders know we have the backing of the whole, or at least 

a significant section of the community.   

Whilst a Parish Plan is not a legally enforceable document and has no statutory force, it can be highly 

influential both locally and more widely, including within a local authority context. Local authorities 

should have regard to the content of Parish Plans for parishes within their boundaries to inform 

service delivery, funding distribution and spend.  There are examples where Parish Plans have 

helped to influence land use planning decisions, consultations on health care services, provision of 

bus/transport infrastructure and utilities, including broadband and telephone. 

Background to the production of this Parish Plan 

In November 2011 Whitestone Parish Council held an open meeting in the parish hall attended by 29 

parishioners.  There was a presentation from the Community Council of Devon and supportive 

comments from representatives of Tedburn St. Mary Parish Council and Whitestone Parish Council.  

27 of the 29 attendees supported the idea of producing a Parish Plan and seven volunteered to form 

a steering committee group to take the idea forward. 

Early on in the process, steering committee group members were keen to try to ensure that they 

were adequately representative of the parish ‘age-profile’. They also wanted to get a feel for any 

issues within the parish, so decided to deliver a questionnaire to every household in the parish to 

obtain a demographic profile of the parish and to include ‘scoping’ questions to help compile a list of 

the sort of questions that might be asked in a full scale survey.  

Findings were displayed at an open afternoon in the parish hall in September 2012 and comments 

from parishioners noted. As less than 10% of parish households responded to the questionnaire or 

attended on the day, it was felt that this gave an insufficient mandate to move forward. Parish 

groups were approached to enlist their support.  After much developmental work, a coffee morning 
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was held in April 2013 at which parishioners were invited to give any comments and suggestions 

within the broad topic areas which had emerged from people’s concerns and opinions. The topic 

areas were ‘Parish Life’,’ Local Environment’, ‘ Roads and Transport’, ‘Planning’ and ‘General’. 

These comments, concerns and suggestions then formed the core of the Parish Plan Questionnaire, 

along with ‘Demographics’. The design focused on ensuring that the format was unambiguous, 

unbiased, in plain English and designed to cater for all household members. To demonstrate that we 

had approached every resident and sought their views, parishioners were to be asked to complete 

an anonymous ‘opt out’ if they did not wish to be involved in filling in the questionnaire and 

contributing to the Parish Plan and its outcomes. The questionnaire was then trialled with a few 

representative members of the parish to get independent feedback and their comments were taken 

on board. A web-enabled version, fully compatible with the paper version, was also produced as an 

alternative in the hope of improving the level of response. 

The printed paper questionnaire was then hand-delivered to every household in the parish during 

May 2015, with envelopes to ensure anonymous responses.  Hand collections often involved more 

than one revisit to improve the overall response and to answer any queries raised. Questionnaire 

responses were received from approximately 60% of households. In addition, approximately 10% of 

households returned an opt-out. Separate volunteer sheets were delivered at the same time for use 

by those who wished to take particular activities forward. All questionnaire responses, both paper 

and web enabled, were processed and analysed by Teignbridge District Council.  Following scrutiny 

by the Steering Committee and after some further analysis, the responses were compiled into a 

display, along with a proposed Draft Action Plan. This display was presented to the parish at a coffee 

morning in the parish hall in July 2016 which was attended by 40 people.  

                                                        Coffee morning displays 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The presentation materials were made available afterwards for those unable to attend on the day 

and a further 20 people took the opportunity to view these. All those who viewed the results were 

invited to give their anonymous comments on the Draft Action Plan and these comments have been 

compiled into a document located in the Appendix to this document.  The Action Plan was finalised     
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by the steering committee after receiving the feedback on the coffee morning presentation 

materials.  The resulting finalised Action Plan presents objectives that parishioners wanted to be 

taken forward. Some of these can be addressed within the parish. Others, however, will require the 

assistance or actions from other bodies or organisations.  

Whitestone Parish Council has been supportive throughout the whole Parish Plan process and has 

kindly given its support for the Action Plan outcomes. 

A précis of the Parish Plan with a copy of the Action Plan has been distributed to every household in 

the parish. This full version is available as a paper copy via the Whitestone Parish Council [subject to 

a charge for printing/postage costs] or from the Whitestone website at: www.whitestone-

devon.org.uk.   

Disclaimer and note on questionnaire raw data results 

• It should be noted that it is likely that an element of distortion has occurred - nearly all      

the family responses which include five or six members contain responses from teenagers       

[or, in some cases, five year olds] giving opinions on a wide range of matters such as 

highways coordinators and areas of great landscape value.  

• Whilst it is quite likely that some of these are completely valid [though probably less so   

with regard to the five year olds], some may just be duplicated comments; also there are 

often completely consistent responses from all members of the household on many of      

the questions. This demonstrates possible influence from older members of the family      

and therefore introduces a potential element of distortion in the results.  

• A similar issue may arise where one adult has completed the questionnaire without 

consulting, or by making assumptions regarding the likely responses from other adults 

within the household. 

• No attempt has been made to give weight to or discount responses in regard to these issues. 

• This was a risk that the Parish Plan Steering Group members were aware of when we 

developed the questionnaire, but we wished to give all members of the household an    

equal opportunity to provide feedback/comments. 
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                                                                       Whitestone waymarks

Notes on questionnaire analysis.  In the pages that follow, the results of the questionnaire analysis 

have usually been presented graphically, with percentage labels and with some commentary 

beneath. Generally the results below the graphs or charts are expressed in fractions as an alternative 

format. After each of the six sections, the results of the data analysis for that section have been 

drawn together in bullet point form under the broad headings of the questions. We have also 

included in the bullet points some interesting statistics drawn from a more detailed analysis of the 

background demographics against the questionnaire responses - for clarity these have been 

specifically marked * within the document. All the results have then been summarised before being 

translated, where appropriate, into actions detailed in the Action Plan. 
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Results of questionnaire  

SECTION 1 - PARISH DEMOGRAPHICS 

Q1a - How many people are usually resident in your household? [409 responses] 

 

The most common number of people usually resident in a household was two, at just over two fifths 

of respondents. The average number of people per household was three. 

 

Q2 - Gender of participants [389 responses]  

 

The parish has a fairly even split between the sexes, slightly more females than males. 

31 or 7.58%

175 or 42.79%

67 or 16.38%
62 or 15.16%

42 or 10.27%

24 or 5.87%

0
8 or 1.95%

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

MALE - 188 or 
48.33%

FEMALE - 201 or 
51.67%
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Q3 - Age of participants [407 responses] 

 

Over three quarters of respondents were aged over 35. The highest percentage fell in the 65 to 74 

age bracket whilst the second highest fell in the 55 to 64 group. 

Q4 - How long have you lived in the parish? [403 responses] 

 

Respondents showed that once in the parish, they tended to stay. The most frequent residence 

period was 6 to 10 years with more than 30 years a close second.  

17 or 4.18%

24 or 5.90%

22 or 5.41%

20 or 4.91%

17 or 4.18%

40 or 9.83%

64 or 15.72%

78 or 19.16%

85 or 20.88%

31 or 7.62%

9 or 2.21%

Under 5 5 - 11 12 - 17 18 - 24 25 - 34 35 - 44 45 - 54 55 - 64 65 - 74 75 - 84 85 and
above

35 or 8.68% 34 or 8.44%

52 or 12.90%

85 or 21.09%

70 or 17.37%

51 or 12.66%

76 or 18.86%

Less than 1 year 1 to 2 years 3 to 5 years 6 to 10 years 11 to 20 years 21 to 30 years More than 30
years
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Q5 - Employment Status [395 responses]  

 

Just over a third of respondents were either employed or self employed and working outside the 

parish; nearly a third of respondents were retired; between a fifth and a tenth were in full time 

education whilst a tenth were either employed or self employed and working within the parish. 

Q6 - Why did you choose to live in Whitestone parish? [432 responses received from 399 

respondents indicating that some respondents gave multiple reasons - graph shows all responses]  

 

A third of responses cited environment as the prime reason for choosing Whitestone whilst a fifth 

indicated living with parents/family as the reason. School and local services were low down the list. 

11 or 2.79%

26 or 6.58%

17 or 4.30%

16 or 4.05%

33 or 8.36%

48 or 12.15%

9 or 2.28%

93 or 23.55%

4 or 1.01%

10 or 2.53%

124 or 31.39%

4 or 1.01%

Pre-school

Primary school

Secondary school

Student (16+)

Self employed and working in the
parish

Self employed and working outside
the parish

Employed and working in the parish

Employed and working outside the
parish

Unwaged

Home-maker

Retired

Other

62 or 14.35%

40 or 9.26%

28 or 6.48%

84 or 19.45%

42 or 9.72%

134 or 31.02%

8 or 1.85% 5 or 1.16%

29 or 6.71%

Housing Work Family
connections

Living with
parents/family

Accessibility Environment School Local services
and facilities

Other
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CONCLUSIONS FROM DEMOGRAPHICS  

Key Facts 

• Just over two fifths of households were small and contained two people. 

• The average parish household had approximately three residents. 

• There was a balance between females and males living in the parish. 

• Over three quarters of respondents were aged over 35. 

• The highest percentage of respondents fell in the 65 to 74 age bracket, the second highest 

fell in the 55 to 64 group. 

• Once in the parish, respondents tended to stay. The most frequent residence period was 6 

to 10 years with more than 30 years, a close second. 

• Just over a third were either employed or self employed and working outside the parish; 

nearly a third of respondents were retired; between a fifth and a tenth were in full time 

education whilst a tenth were either employed or self employed and working within the 

parish.  

• A third of respondents cited the environment as being the prime reason for choosing 

Whitestone as a place to live with a fifth indicating living with parents/family as the reason.  

School and local services were low down the list of reasons for choosing Whitestone as a 

residential location. 

Summary - Three quarters of respondents were aged over 35. Just over a third are employed 

outside the parish, with almost another third retired. Between a fifth and a tenth were in full time 

education whilst a tenth of respondents were employed within the parish. Residents have been 

attracted by the local environment coupled with accessibility for commuting to work or other 

facilities.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A view across Whitestone from a ridge road 
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 SECTION 2 - PARISH LIFE 

Q7 - How do you find out what's happening in the parish? [651 total responses recorded]  

 

This question asked for ALL communication mechanisms that are used, to be stated. It is worth 

noting that few people used only one information source. The parish magazine [two fifths] and word 

of mouth [three tenths] were the most used sources, with the notice boards attracting just over a 

tenth. Electronic communication methods were each used by under a tenth of respondents.  

Q8 - Do you take part in regular activities within the parish? [403 responses] 

 

Over seven tenths of respondents do not take part in regular activities within the parish.  

260 or 39.94%

45 or 6.91%51 or 7.83%

218 or 33.49%

77 or 11.83%

Parish magazineVillage websiteEmailWord of mouthNoticeboard

YES - 118 or 
29.28%

NO - 285 or 
70.72%
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Q8a - If you do take part in any regular activities, where do these take place? [158 responses]  

 

Just over three fifths of respondents quoted the parish hall as their main venue, followed by just 

under a quarter that used the church as their meeting place. Just over a tenth of activities took place 

at other locations. 

Q8c - Why do you not take part in any regular activities within the parish? [250 responses]  

 

The largest response indicated that just over a third of respondents have regular social/sporting 

commitments outside the parish in Exeter. A quarter of respondents said that they had no interest in 

current parish activities, with between a fifth and a tenth of respondents being unaware of regular 

parish activities. 

PARISH  HALL - 99 
or   62.66%

CHURCH - 38 or 
24.05%

ELSEWHERE - 21 or 
13.29%

63 or 25.20%

38 or 15.20%

88 or 35.20%

14 or 5.60%

18 or 7.20%

29 or 11.60%

I am not interested in any activity that takes place
within the parish

I am not really aware of what is available within
the parish

I undertake regular sporting / social activity outside
the Parish in Exeter

I undertake regular sporting activity outside the
parish in Crediton

I undertake regular sporting activity outside the
parish in Tedburn St Mary

I undertake regular sporting / social activity outside
the parish in other places
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Q8d - If you are not interested in any activity, is it for any of these reasons? [226 responses]  

 

Over two fifths of respondents cited too many family or other commitments for their lack of interest 

in parish activities, with just over a quarter indicating a lack of time or energy as the constraint. 

 

Q8b - Would you be interested in any additional activities? Please specify [32 responses]                                                                   

Q8e - If you have any suggestions for other activities that could take place within the parish, 

please specify [43 responses]    

 The free format responses to these questions have been combined. Multiple activities or points 

were often raised within a response. The following gives a summary of the main grouped themes: 

- 59 comments related to sports and fitness activities; the examples given were cycling, 

horse riding, yoga, pilates, badminton and football. Responses expressed interest in 

classes, clubs, and groups in which they could pursue these activities. 

- 15 comments were about social activities, including activities for children and young 

people [and parents with young children], pub quizzes and coach tours. 

- 12 comments were about cultural pursuits, such as music, cookery, local history, 

ancestry/genealogy, charitable ventures, writing classes, and film clubs. 

- 10 responses stated that activities took place when they were busy with work or other 

commitments so would have appreciated events being held at more convenient times. 

- 9 responses stated that they were unable to pursue activities due to their health, and 

some expressed a wish for more disability-friendly/accessible activities. 

- Throughout the comments participants expressed desires for more clubs, groups and 

classes - whether social, cultural or sporting - where they could pursue their interests 

and meet other people. 

 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page.  

 A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix.                                                                                                                                                  

63 or 27.88%

97 or 42.92%

8  or 3.54%

36  or 15.93%

22 or 9.73%

I haven't got the time or energy

I have too many family or other commitments

It is too difficult to get to the venue

I'm not interested in any of the activities
currently taking place within the parish

I might be interested in something else
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Q8b and Q8e - Would you be interested in any additional parish activities?                                       

[Q8b - 32 responses, Q8e - 43 responses] 

  

Computer club. 
At present there is so much 

going on, that there is plenty to 

choose from. 

Knitting group. 

Adult outside keep fit 

equipment. 

I just go to work and 

come home and relax. 

Board games club. 

Indoor netball 

in evenings. 

When I retire I hope to get 

more involved - I applaud 

the efforts made by others. 

Activities for older 

children – youth club, play 

zone at weekend. 

Activities not at 

convenient times. 

Local history 

group. 

Film club in 

parish hall. 

Activities inclusive 

to all. 
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Q9 - If there was a paid bar available in the parish hall, would you be likely to make use of this 

facility? [366 responses] 

 

No clear view emerged on this suggestion.   

Recalculating the statistics to exclude the under 18s shows some 42.72% of respondents who were 

over 18 said ‘ No’,  29.75% said ‘Yes’ and 27.53% indicated that the specific circumstances of the 

event would be the deciding factor. Viability of this proposal is likely to be on a case by case basis, 

not as an in-place permanent facility. 

Q10 - Would you like to make any other comments regarding Parish Life in general? [26 responses] 

Recurring themes which have been identified are summarised below: 

- 8 suggestions/ideas which were about new activities and community initiatives and 

requests for more information around the activities available. 

- 7 compliments which praised the friendly community and welcoming atmosphere in 

Whitestone and commented on the range of activities available. 

- 6 comments or general observations which were concerning activities in the village and 

development. 

- 4 complaints which ranged from concerns over the loss of ‘community spirit’ to a 

perceived lack of activities coupled with concerns over rising obesity levels and a 

concern that the views of residents are not valued. 

 

 

 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page.  

A full list of comments received to these questions is found in the appendix. 

YES - 94 or 25.68%

NO -135 or 36.89%

DEPENDS ON 
INDIVIDUAL DETAIL 

- 87 or 23.77%

UNDER 18 - NOT 
APPLICABLE - 50 or 

13.66% 
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Q10 - Would you like to make any other comments regarding Parish Life in general?                       

[26 responses] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

I find the village can be 

very cliquey and hostile to  

people who have a 

different point of view. 

 

the  

 

Parish life in Whitestone - 
friendly residents, warming  
and rewarding. 

Whitestone, as it is now, is 
genuinely a lovely place to 
come home to each day! 

The parish is too 
widespread ever to 
regain the little 
community spirit it 
once had. 
 

 

 

Not enough activities for 
children of all ages, 
especially sporting. 

More information needs to be given 
to entice people in. Don't assume 
that village people are mind 
readers! 
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Whitestone fete

 

‘Cuban Airwaves’

 

Short mat bowls

 

Parish litter pick

 

Table tennis

 

Whitestone pantomime

 

Wedding party in the parish hall 

 

‘Village Voices’

’’ 
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CONCLUSIONS FROM PARISH LIFE 

Parish communication 

• *The question on parish communication methods asked for ALL communication mechanisms 

that are used, to be stated. Few respondents just used one source of information. [*see p.10] 

• The parish magazine [two fifths] and word of mouth [three tenths] were the most used 

sources. The notice boards attracted just over a tenth of responses and electronic 

communications were each used by under a tenth of respondents. 

• *Those using electronic means generally also took the parish magazine and used word of 

mouth communication, but were less likely to use notice boards. [*see p.10] 

• *People under 35 and those over 85 did not use the parish/village website or email to find 

out what was going on in the parish but relied on the parish magazine or word of mouth. 

[*see p.10] 

• *Those people aged between 65 and 74 used electronic means the most to find out what 

was going on in the parish. [*see p.10] 

• The parish magazine is overwhelmingly the main source of information. 

• *There is little difference between the sexes when it comes to finding out about what is 

going on within the parish, although, it seems that men marginally prefer word of mouth, 

with the situations reversed for use of the parish magazine. [*see p.10] 

• *Those who have recently moved to the parish indicated a good uptake of the parish 

magazine in the first year [63%]. 40% of this group used word of mouth and 20% looked at 

notice boards. There is a noticeable dip in finding out what is going on in the parish via any 

means amongst those who have been in the parish for 1 to 2 years. For the remaining 

periods of residency, figures are relatively stable and similar to those seen in the first year. 
[*see p.10]  

Summary - A mix of communication methods will continue to be required to address the needs of 

all parishioners. 

 

Parish activities 

• Over seven tenths of respondents did not take part in regular activities within the parish.  

• *Those respondents aged between 12 and 44 years are the main group that did not take 

part in regular parish activities. [*see p.10] 

• *Those who have lived in the parish for 30 years or more show the highest percentage of 

those who regularly took part in parish activities. [*see p.10] 

• Of those who did take part in regular activities within the parish, just over three fifths gave 

the parish hall as their main venue followed by just under a quarter that used the church as 

their meeting place. Just over a tenth of activities took place at other locations. 

• Just over a third of respondents had regular social/sporting commitments outside the parish.   

• *Respondents who have lived in the parish between 6 and 10 years were those that were 

less likely to participate in regular activities within the parish. [*see p.10] 

• *Those who were employed and work outside the parish were the largest group of 

respondents who did not take part in regular activities within the parish. [*see p.10] 

• One quarter of respondents indicated no interest in current parish activities.  
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Summary - Aspirations for future activities indicate that communication about existing activities 

needs improving. Some attention may need to be paid to the timing/frequency of existing and 

future activities to better mesh with people’s lifestyles. It will be a necessity to have new 

volunteers to help run all the groups. 

Paid Bar at the parish hall?  

• No clear view emerged on this suggestion.  

• Recalculating the statistics excluding the under 18s shows some 42.72% of respondents who 

were over 18 said ‘ No’, 29.75% said ‘Yes’ and 27.53% indicated that the specific 

circumstances of the event would be the deciding factor. 

Summary - No real consensus here but the general view seemed to be that any provision of a bar 

would be best linked to events being held.  

 

General comments on Parish Life 

• Suggestions were made and ideas aired about new activities and community initiatives. 

• Requests were raised for more information to be made available about current activities. 

• Praise was given for the friendly community, welcoming atmosphere in Whitestone and 

range of activities available. 

• General observations were made about village activities and development. 

• Complaints ranged from concerns over the loss of ‘community spirit’, to a perceived lack of 

activities coupled with concerns over rising obesity levels and a concern that the views of 

residents are not valued. 

 

The Whitestone Parish Plan Steering Group has carried out the data gathering, questionnaire 

production, data analysis and completion of the final Parish Plan and Action Plan. The next table 

cross references the actions with the evidence arising out of the questionnaire feedback to support 

putting the actions in the Action Plan. The next stage is for the members of the parish to take the 

Action Plan forward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Snowdrops in the churchyard

 

Bluebells at East Rowhorne
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St. Catherine’s Church, Whitestone

 

St. Thomas’ Church, Oldridge

 

Whitestone parish hall

 

Crossways Pleasure Park

 

St. Catherine’s Church, Whitestone 
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PARISH LIFE - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED PARISH LIFE ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

1. Explore how to communicate more 
effectively to residents regarding what is 
happening within the parish and implement 
improvements - e.g. which types of media to 
use, how much detail and context to provide, 
give contact name and number, set up a ‘parish 
information centre’ etc. 

Q8c - 38 respondents [15%] stated that they 
were not aware of activities. 
Q10 - 8 respondents requested more 
information. 
Q12b - 75 respondents [46% of responses] 
were not aware of the Rural Skip. 
Q18 - almost 80% of respondents were not 
aware of all the existing footpaths and 
bridleways. 

2. Explore suggested ideas for activities and 
clubs for all ages and take forward viable 
options. 

Q52 - one of top choices. 
Q8c - reference to responses - to encourage 
more parishioners to join in activities within 
the parish. 

3. Explore feasibility of a parish shop/post 
office, whether community run or commercially 
operated, and implement if viable - e.g. in p on 
fixed days, in a lock up container/shed, as a pop 
up shop etc. 

Q52 - one of top choices. 
 

4. Implement ‘quick-fix’, small scale, low cost 
parish enhancements - e.g. making minor 
cosmetic improvements to existing bus shelter, 
increasing the numbers of bat and bird boxes, 
encouraging  indigenous  wildflowers etc. 

Q52- suggestions arising as miscellaneous local 
enhancements. 
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SECTION 3 - LOCAL ENVIRONMENT 

Q11a - Do you use the mixed plastics bank in the parish hall car park? [387 responses] 

 

Over two thirds of respondents do not use the facility. It is possibly that this question was overtaken 

by the changes made by Teignbridge District Council to doorstep collections which took place after 

the questionnaire was completed.  As doorstep collection has altered and become ‘bedded in’, it 

may be appropriate to resurvey to determine whether there is still a continuing need for this facility 

by the third of the parish who indicated that they used it. 

 

Q11b - Do you use the mixed plastics bank in the parish hall car park? - If not, please give reasons 

[156 responses] 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- 72 respondents stated that they used the council collection for this. 

- 34 respondents stated that they take their plastics to other recycling centres or venues. 

- 25 respondents stated that they did not know this facility was available. 

- 22 respondents stated that it was inconvenient or difficult for them to travel there. 

- 9 respondents stated that someone else in their household does this, so they do not 

have to. 

These results may have been overtaken by the change made by Teignbridge District Council to 

doorstep collections which took place after the questionnaire was completed. Comments made 

during the coffee morning in July 2016 however indicated that in spite of doorstep collection 

alterations, some parishioners still find this service of use. 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

 A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

YES - 112 or 
28.94%

NO - 275 or 71.06%
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Q11b - Do you use the mixed plastics bank in the parish hall car park? - If not, please give reasons 

[156 responses] 

 

  

Use recycling collection and Marsh 

Barton/Tedburn St. Mary recycling 

facilities. 

My husband deals with recycling. 

Happy with the recycling 
arrangements by the 
Council. 

Unaware bank was there. 
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Q12a - Have you ever used the annual ‘Rural Skip’ when it comes to the village? [381 responses] 

 

Just over two thirds of respondents indicated that they do not take advantage of this service. In the 

year following the questionnaire, the service was advertised more widely and the uptake was 

significantly improved. 

Q12b - Have you ever used the annual ‘Rural Skip’ when it comes to the village? - If not, please 

give reasons [160 responses]        

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

 

- 75 respondents stated that they didn’t know that this facility was available, or that they 

needed further information about it (e.g. when and where). 

- 43 respondents stated that they had another arrangement in place, such as taking items 

to a recycling centre elsewhere. 

- 28 respondents stated that they do not require this facility. 

- 11 respondents stated that it was inconvenient for them to get to, or it was available at 

times when they could not make it. 

- 6 respondents stated that someone else in their household does this, so they do not 

have to. 

 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

  

YES - 115 or 
30.18%

NO - 266 or 69.82%
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Q12b - Have you ever used the annual village ‘Rural Skip’? - If not, please give reasons                

[160 responses] 

 

 

  

Never throw anything out. 

Regularly use Crediton/ 

Exeter recycling. 

 

Did not know it 

existed as a service. 

Didn’t get ourselves 

organised in time, but 

think it’s a fantastic idea 

and will use in future. 

Not adequately 

advertised. Weren’t aware of it until 
recently when we saw it 
in the village. 
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Q13 - Please give us any suggestions as to how our parish recycling could be improved                  

[68 responses] 

 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Information and guidance about recycling to be more accessible. 

- Increased convenience. 

- Expansion in the range of items which can be recycled - for example, glass bottles, 

batteries, clothing and green waste. 

- More community initiatives - such as community composting. 

- Improvements to the existing services where they are lacking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix.  

A summer view
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Q13 - Please give us any suggestions as to how our parish recycling could be improved                  

[68 responses] 

 

  

To be honest, it seems a waste 
of parking space to have a huge 
plastics bank in the village hall, 
unless [of course] the village 
hall earns money from this 
facility. 

Have a free cycle/ 

swap meet – regularly 

in the parish hall. 

 

Community 
composting scheme. 

Compostable food 
waste bags. 

Volunteers collecting 

recyclable items from the 

elderly or vulnerable. 

Rural skip for garden 

waste similar to existing 

household skip. 

Provide a ‘chipper’ for use by 

parish. 

A continuation of the rural skip, this 
helps stop fly tipping , provides a 
swapping facility on the day and 
saves wasting time on a trip to the 
tip. 
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Q14 - Would you use extra gardening space within the parish, if available? [388 responses]  

 

Over four fifths of respondents indicated that they have no need for extra gardening space. Some 16 

individuals out of 388 respondents showed an interest. 

Q15 - Do you think we have a dog fouling problem within the parish? [388 responses] 

 

Nearly half of respondents held no opinion, just under two fifths felt there was no problem whilst 

between a fifth and a tenth felt that there was a dog fouling problem.   

16 or 4.12%

328 or 84.54%

26 or 6.70% 18 or 4.64%

Yes No Not at the moment No opinion

YES - 58 or 15%

NO - 153 or 39%

NO OPINION - 177 
or 46%
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Q16 - Do you think there should be more special bins for dog mess? [374 responses] 

 

Half of respondents answered that they held no opinion; just under three tenths indicated there was 

no need for more bins whilst just over a fifth felt there should be more special bins. 

Q17 - If additional dog mess bins were available, where would you like them situated?                  

[40 responses] 

Those respondents who felt that there should be additional bins suggested the following locations: 

- The bus stop. 

- Lane to East Kent. 

- Halsfordwood Lane. 

- Heath Cross. 

- Hill Lane. 

- Parish hall. 

- Nadderwater. 

- Pound Lane. 

- Rowhorne Road. 

- Opposite Styles Barton farm. 

- Whitestone village boundary. 

Additionally, in response to this question, some wider ranging comments were made. 

A selection of these broader comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

 A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

 

 

YES - 79 or 21.12%

NO - 108 or 28.88%

NO OPINION - 187 
or 50%
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Q17 - If additional dog mess bins were available, where would you like them situated?                  

[40 responses] 

 

  

Dog mess bins 

require emptying. 

Main fouling issue - 

horse manure - lethal 

to bikers. 

Sites need to be selected 

carefully to avoid 

environmental damage due 

to excessive ‘street furniture’ 

use impacting on the rural 

setting. 

At start/end of each footpath 

and where footpaths intersect 

with roads/pavements at 30 

mph - pavements in main 

village areas and footpaths 

across farm fields. 
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Q18 - Are you aware of all the 8 footpaths and 5 bridleways within the parish? [393 responses] 

 

There is poor local awareness of parish footpaths and bridleways with only a fifth of respondents 

being aware of all routes. 

Q19 - How often do you use local footpaths or bridleways? [385 responses] 

 

Two fifths of respondents never use the footpaths or bridleway with a further two fifths only using 

them occasionally. Just under a fifth of respondents use the footpaths or bridleways frequently. 

  

YES - 79 or 20.10%

NO - 314 or 79.90%

FREQUENTLY - 74 
or 19.22%

OCCASIONALLY  -
155  or  40.26%

NEVER - 156 or 
40.52%
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Q20 - Is there adequate provision of footpaths/bridleways within the parish? [375 responses] 

 

Slightly over two fifths of respondents held no opinion, just over three tenths of respondents felt 

there was adequate provision whilst just under a quarter felt there was insufficient 

footpath/bridleway provision. 

 

Q21 - If additional provision of footpaths and bridleways were to be made, do you have any 

specific routes in mind? [67 responses] 

The following suggestions were made: 

- Towards Church Town. 

- Along Five Mile Hill. 

- Along Halsfordwood Lane. 

- Along Hill Lane. 

- Along Rowhorne Road. 

- Along Old Tedburn Road. 

- Towards Travellers Rest. 

- Along the Nadder. 

- Along the main road. 

Participants also stated that they would like circular routes, accessible routes, cycle paths and more 

information about where the existing footpaths and bridleways are in the parish. 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

 A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

YES - 115 or 
30.67%

NO - 93 or 24.80%

NO OPINION - 167 
or 44.53%
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Q21 - If additional provision of footpaths and bridleways were to be made, do you have any 

specific routes in mind? [67 responses] 

 

 

  

Footpath designed for disabled 

people. A footpath with good 

surfaces for wheelchair use. 

I don’t know where the footpaths are 

now, so can’t comment. I would love to 

be able to walk them, and perhaps 

village walkers could be introduced to 

the footpaths, one at a time. It would be 

good to have the starting place as the  

village hall, so I can leave my car there. 

 

Old Tedburn Road to Exeter 

[including cycle path on this 

route].  There are so many 

cyclists along the Old 

Tedburn Road and it is such a 

fast, winding road. 

 

A circular route would be 

good. 

Anywhere to provide off 

road routes. 

Would probably oppose these,    

especially across farmland – 

risk of disease and threat to 

animals. Bridle paths open to 

abuse from wheeled ‘vehicles’.  

 

Happy to make use of any. 

Could we have a local map 

for download? 

As long as they join up properly, 

providing walking routes 

instead of long stretches on 

lanes and roads used by motor 

vehicles  Preferably a circular 

route of course, and useful 

routes e.g. to pubs, into town, 

connecting with points of 

interest. This is something  

seriously lacking in Whitestone. 
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Q22 - Would you like to make any other comments regarding Local Environment in general?        

[47 responses]  

Some recurring themes have been identified: 

- Concerns that specific areas in the parish are in need of maintenance. 

- Concern about the levels of litter. 

- Concern about the speed of traffic through the village and the danger this poses. 

- Concern about over-development. 

- Desire to conserve the parish in a good environmental condition. 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

 A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Southerly view

 

Halsfordwood
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Q22 - Would you like to make any other comments regarding Local Environment in general?       

[47 responses]  

  

Most people choose to live in 

Whitestone because it is close 

to the city but remains rural 

and development does now 

need to be more tightly 

controlled to preserve this 

characteristic in my view. 

The parish hall playground and 

sitting area is brilliant - quite 

enough for me. 

Rural litter seems 

to be on the 

increase. 

 

Wish we could 

stop people 

speeding on the 

lanes. 

Consideration of 

visitors to parish 

hall when car park 

full and parking on 

road - as blocked 

driveway and 

private parking. 

We feel that the local area 

needs tighter control from 

the Local Planning Authority 

[LPA]. 

 

Horses should keep to the 

bridle paths and not use 

the footpaths. 

There are too many areas 

being used by owner/ 

occupiers as dumping 

grounds. 

 

Whitestone has a quiet, rural 

charm to it. It is a little wild and  

un-manicured and that is a great 

part of the charm. We can see the 

stars at night, walk the lanes, hear 

and see wildlife, feel safe, have a 

good community spirit, supportive 

but not intrusive, caring but 

generally un-officious.  

 

Most bridleways are in poor 

condition for horses 

underfoot.  
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CONCLUSIONS FROM LOCAL ENVIRONMENT 

Mixed plastics recycling facility in the parish hall car park 

• At the time of survey, over two thirds of respondents stated that they did not use the 

facility.  

• It is possible that this question has been overtaken by the changes made by Teignbridge 

District Council to doorstep collections which took place after the questionnaire was 

completed.  

• Feedback at the coffee morning in 2016 indicated that, in spite of Teignbridge District 

Council having now started a doorstep collection of mixed plastics, some parishioners still 

find the parish hall facility of use.  

• It may be appropriate to carry out a further survey on this matter now that the revised 

doorstep collection has ‘bedded in’ to determine whether there remains a continuing need 

for this facility. 

Summary - In the light of revisions to doorstep recycling, it may be appropriate to resurvey 

parishioners to establish if there remains a continuing demand for this facility. 

Annual parish ‘Rural Skip’ 

• At the time of survey, just over two thirds of respondents indicated that they do not take 

advantage of this service. 

• In the year following the questionnaire, the service was advertised more widely within the 

parish and the uptake was significant. 

Summary - Continued promotion of the timing and availability of the ‘Rural Skip’ with a list of 

items accepted/not accepted, well in advance and with reminders leading up to the date, will be 

fundamental to making this service provision a continuing success.  

General parish recycling issues  

• More information and guidance to be accessible around recycling. 

• Increased convenience. 

• Expansion in the range of items which can be recycled - for example, glass bottles, batteries, 

clothing and green waste. 

• More community initiatives - such as community composting. 

• Improvements to the existing services where they are lacking. 

Summary - Consider more community initiatives such as community composting, expansion of the 

parish email ‘free to good home’ and ‘shared equipment’ arrangements. 

Interest in parish gardening space 

•  Over four fifths of respondents had no need for extra gardening space. 

•  Some 16 individuals out of 388 responses showed an interest. 

Summary - There is no widespread demand for extra gardening space. People with land available 

or those who would like extra space may wish to use the various parish communication routes to 

seek to link up with each other. 
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Dog fouling and provision of dog bins 

• Dog fouling - nearly half of respondents held no opinion, just under two fifths felt there was 

no problem whilst between a fifth and a tenth felt that there was a dog fouling problem.  

• Dog bins - half of respondents held no opinion, just under three tenths indicated there was 

no need for more bins whilst just over a fifth felt there should be more special bins. 

• The issue is felt most keenly around the 30 mph zones and near dwelling concentrations. 

Summary - These matters are keenly felt by a small section of the community. Improved 

communication and raising awareness within the parish on such issues may improve matters. 

Parish footpaths and bridleways 

• There is poor local awareness of existing parish footpaths and bridleways; just less than a 

quarter of respondents were aware of all parish footpaths and bridleways routes. 

• Two fifths of respondents never use the footpaths or bridleways with a further two fifths 

only using them occasionally. Just under a fifth of respondents use the footpaths and 

bridleways frequently. 

• *The highest percentage of those who never use the footpaths and bridleways are those 

aged 85 and above followed by those between the ages of 12 and 17. [*see p.10] 

• *The footpaths and bridleways are not used frequently by the 12 to 24 age group nor by 

those 85 years and above. [*see p.10] 

• *Across all age groups, there is occasional use of the footpaths and bridleways. There is no 

difference in use between males and females. [*see p.10] 

•  Slightly over two fifths of respondents held no opinion on the adequacy of parish footpath 

provision whilst just over three tenths of respondents felt there was adequate provision. 

• Just under a quarter felt footpath provision was inadequate.  

• *In general, those who suggested increased footpath/bridleway provision wanted the routes 

to be parallel to the road network and some suggested circular off road routes. [*see p.10] 

Summary - Significantly improved communications are needed to raise awareness of the existing 

footpaths and bridleways. 

General local environment issues 

• Concerns that specific areas in the parish are in need of maintenance. 

• Concern about the levels of litter. 

• Concern about the speed of traffic through the village, and the dangers this poses. 

• Concern about over-development. 

• Desire to conserve the parish in a good environmental condition. 

Summary - Desire to conserve the parish in a good environmental condition. 

The Whitestone Parish Plan Steering Group has carried out the data gathering, questionnaire 

production, data analysis and completion of the final Parish Plan and Action Plan. The next table 

cross references the actions with the evidence arising out of the questionnaire feedback to support 

putting the actions in the Action Plan. The next stage is for the members of the parish to take the 

Action Plan forward. 
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENT - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED LOCAL ENVIRONMENT ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

5. Liaise with the Parish Council to 
provide/update information under its control 
relating to paths and bridleways that are 
located within the parish - e.g. update map 
located at parish hall showing all the paths and 
bridleways within the parish, use location 
descriptions as well as formal path numbers in 
Parish Council minutes when discussing 
footpaths, indicate responsibility for up-keep 
and any appropriate contacts for maintenance 
needs or how to report issues. 

Q18 - almost 80% of respondents were not 
aware of footpaths and bridleways. 
Q19 - 59% of responses show frequent or 
occasional use of footpaths and bridleways. 
Proposed actions may encourage more use. 

6. Explore and implement ways to improve 
communication and inform people where the 
parish paths/bridleways are and to support 
their use - e.g.  produce leaflets for each formal 
path with a route map and an accompanying 
brief description of each route  including 
distance, gradient, condition, whether dog 
friendly, whether through farmed/stocked 
fields, open or sheltered; put maps and leaflets 
on web site, possibly run guided walks etc. 

Q18 - almost 80% of respondents were not 
aware of footpaths and bridleways. 
Q19 - 59% of responses show frequent or 
occasional use of footpaths and bridleways. 
Proposed actions may encourage more use. 

7. Improve promotion and publicity of the 
annual ‘Rural Skip’ - e.g. notify parishioners 
well in advance with timely reminders using all 
possible media to get the message across 
including parish magazine, parish website, 
road-side boards, parish email circulation list 
etc. 

Q12 - 69% of respondents indicated that 
residents did not use the ‘Rural Skip’ facility. 
Within non-users comments, 46% indicated 
that they were unaware of its existence. 
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SECTION 4 - ROADS AND TRANSPORT 

Q23a - What do you think the speed limit should be through the village? [384 responses]  

 

Just over half the respondents preferred the current 30 mph limit whilst just under half preferred a 

reduction to 20 mph. There was negligible support for an increase in speed limit. 

Q23b - What do you think the speed limit should be on the Old Tedburn Road? [348 responses] 

 

Just over a third of respondents supported a reduction to a 40 mph limit, just over a quarter 

favoured a reduction to 30 mph, just over a fifth proposed a reduction to 50 mph whilst between a 

fifth and a tenth supported retaining the current 60 mph limit.  

174 or 45.31%

202 or 52.61%

8 or 2.08%

20 mph 30 mph 40 mph

95 or 27.30%

121 or 34.77%

78 or 22.41%

54 or 15.52%

30 mph 40 mph 50 mph 60 mph
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Q24 - How often do you use the following bus services?                                                                         

[407 responses for 173 bus; 403 responses for the bus services along the C50 - Old Tedburn Road]  

 

Almost seven tenths of respondents never use the 173 bus while just over four fifths never use the 

bus services along the C50 - Old Tedburn Road.  

Q25 - If you use the bus services, when do you generally use them?                                                    

[179 responses for 173 bus; 86 responses for the bus services along the C50 - Old Tedburn Road] 

 

Both the 173 bus and the bus services along the C50 - Old Tedburn Road are used mostly on 

weekday mornings and afternoons. 

3 or 0.74%

31 or 7.62%
18 or 4.42%

71 or 17.44%

284 or 69.78%

9 or 2.23%
5 or 1.24%

16 or 3.97%

43 or 10.67%

330 or 81.89%

Every weekday Some weekdays At weekends Occasionally Never

No. 173 C50

81 or 45.25%

49 or 27.37%

23 or 12.85%
26 or 14.53%28 or 32.56%

25 or 29.07%

9 or 10.46%

24 or 27.91%

Mornings Afternoons Evenings Weekends

No. 173 C50
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Q26 - If you use any of the bus services, why? [223 responses] 

 

Respondents indicated that almost two fifths of usage is for social/leisure purposes with just over a 

third of all trips being for shopping purposes. 

Q27 - What would encourage you to use the bus services more? [138 responses] 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- 68 comments stated that the bus services should be more frequent. 

- 19 comments stated that there should be an evening/night bus service. 

- 14 comments stated that they would take the bus if it followed a route that they needed 

to travel on. 

- 14 comments stated that they would take the bus if the placement of stops and shelters 

was more safe and convenient for them. 

- 13 comments stated that they would use the bus services if buses were reliable and they 

could depend on them. 

- 9 comments stated that the buses did not run at times which would be convenient or 

required for them. 

- 6 comments stated that the cost of bus services was a factor and suggested that this be 

subsidised or that bus passes could be introduced. 

- 5 comments stated that the placement of bus stops or shelters was unsafe or that the 

stops were not clearly marked. 

- 3 comments stated that they cannot use the bus services because of accessibility issues. 

 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble’ page. 

 A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

 

7 or 3.14%

18 or 8.07%

31 or 13.90%

76 or 34.08%

88 or 39.46%

3 or 1.35%

Education Employment Medical Shopping Social / Leisure Other
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Q27 - What would encourage you to use the bus services more? [138 responses] 

 

  If I knew ABSOLUTELY that the service was going to run. And if 

there was a more frequent bus service, as the present frequency is 

useless. It's not a question of cost, but a reliable, frequent service, 

but I can't see it being possible. 

 

Bus time more 

frequent - later 

evenings. 

 

More regular services - 

although demand 

probably does not justify 

that. 

 

If there was a weekly 

ticket linked to Exeter 

bus services. 

 

Free frequent 

transport - 

unrealistic - back 

to the car. 

 

More regular 

service along Old 

Tedburn Road. 

 

Are there any buses? No seriously, if there was 

a bus that went near our house with any 

frequency we all might use it. 

 

A more frequent 

and reliable 

service. 

 

Possibly ring and 

ride services. 

Rover ticket to 

cover county and 

Exeter city. 

 

Better marking 

of ‘pick up 

points’. 
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Q28 - Is the provision of roadside paths within the 30 mph areas in the parish adequate?              

[371 responses] 

 

Almost two fifths of the respondents stated that roadside path provision was inadequate; a third 

held no opinion whilst just over a quarter of respondents indicated that provision was adequate. 

Q29 - Would you support public expenditure on additional roadside footpaths? [360 responses] 

 

Responses followed the desire for roadside path provision, two fifths of the respondents supported 

public expenditure, just over a third held no opinion whilst just over a quarter of respondents were 

against additional public expenditure.  

YES - 100 or 
26.96%

NO - 147 or 
39.62%

NO OPINION - 124 
or 33.42%

YES - 145 or 
40.28%

NO - 92 or 25.55%

NO OPINION - 123 
or 34.17%
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Q30 - If it were possible to provide new roadside footpaths, where would you like to see them? 

[86 responses] 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Along the C50. 

- On cross roads. 

- By the village/parish hall. 

- On Five Mile Hill. 

- On Halsfordwood Lane. 

- On Hill Lane. 

- At Merrymeet. 

- Along the main roads. 

- From Nadderwater to Exeter. 

- Along Old Tedburn Road. 

- On Pound Lane. 

- Near the Royal Oak. 

- At Trillow. 

- In the village centre.  

In general, the need for more roadside paths was identified in connection with the more built up 

parts of the parish and/or in connection with the most used ‘commuting routes’ where traffic 

frequency was thought to be greatest. These areas were perceived as higher risk areas for 

pedestrians.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A selection of some of the diverse comments is shown in the following ‘bubble page’. 

A full list of comments received to this question is found in the appendix. 

Halsfordwood Lane
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Q30 - If it were possible to provide new roadside footpaths, where would you like to see them? 

[86 responses] 

 

  

Where 30 mph 

restrictions are in 

place. 

 

What would be the point, as 

cars would only park on 

them? 

 

Along the Old Tedburn 

Road. 

 

Royal Oak to 

Whitestone 

Cross. 

 

If traffic slowed down then 

there should be no need for 

footpaths. 

 

Nowhere - complete waste of 

money and erodes the feel of 

the village. 
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Q31 - In winter conditions, should there be a local coordinator to liaise with Highways?              

[377 responses] 

 

Just over three fifths of respondents felt that there should be a winter highways co-ordinator; just 

under three tenths indicated that they held no opinion whilst under a tenth felt there was no need. 

Q32 - Do you feel that there is a particular need for better enforcement in the cutting of both 

highway and private hedges adjacent to public roads/walkways at the relevant time of year?     

[375 responses]

 

 

Over half respondents felt that better enforcement of hedge cutting was needed, just under a 

quarter of respondents did not consider it an issue whilst just under a quarter of respondents held 

no opinion.  

YES - 232 or 
61.54%

NO - 32 or 8.49%

NO OPINION - 113 
or 29.97%

YES - 193 or 
51.47%

NO - 89 or 23.73%

NO OPINION - 93 
or 24.80%
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Q33 - Are you satisfied with the current standards of road maintenance within the parish?         

[377 responses] 

                  

Seven tenths of respondents were dissatisfied with parish road maintenance, just over a fifth 

expressed satisfaction whilst just under a tenth expressed no opinion.  

Q34 - Please indicate all specific road maintenance issues of concern to you.  [337 people 

responded and made 1218 responses. Numbers on bars below relate to number of responses 

made to each road maintenance issue and percentages of total number of responses made]  

 

The top 3 items were potholes [just under a quarter of all responses made], surface condition 

[between a tenth and a fifth of all responses made] and drain/gully clearance [between a tenth and 

a fifth of all responses made].   

YES - 78 or 20.69%

NO - 265 or 
70.29%

NO OPINION - 34 
or 9.02%

137 or 11.25%

303 or 24.88%

207 or 16.99%

154 or 12.64%

66 or 5.42%

94 or 7.72%

61 or 5.01%

196 or 16.09%

Subsidence Potholes Surface
condition

Road surface
edge

maintenance

Concreted gully
provision

Reinstatement
of camber to
shed water

Road signs and
markings

Drain / gully
clearance
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Q35 - Please let us know of any other parish road maintenance issues [66 responses] 

 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Large vehicles [including tractors and lorries] which have a detrimental impact on road 

surface. 

- Poor visibility and slippery surfaces in bad weather. 

- Insufficient lighting on roads. 

- Hedges overgrowing and blocking the view. 

- Debris and litter. 

- Drains backing up and causing flooding. 

- Insufficient grit on the roads when conditions are icy. 

- Insufficient footpaths alongside roads endangering pedestrians. 

 

 

 

  

Winter 2010
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Q35 - Please let us know of any other parish road maintenance issues [66 responses] 

 

  

Huge tractors are one 

of the main causes of 

damage to the roads. 

Haulage companies 

now use these 

tractors with trailers 

rather than lorries. 

 

The state of Hill Lane and Pound 

Lane is atrocious. They provide a 

main route for 'locals' to the 

main roads going out of the area. 

By using these roads congestion 

on other roads is lessened. 

 

I sometimes cycle 

into Exeter but a 

lot of the surfaces 

get very dangerous 

before being 

repaired. 

 

I think use of stronger 

advisory signs could 

be used to prevent 

large vehicles using 

narrow lanes. 

 

Using Satnav brings 

them along lanes not 

suitable for the size of 

vehicle. 

 

Vehicles are too wide or at 

least many are, so ban wide 

vehicles travelling on our many 

narrow lanes would help to 

stop the undermining of 

Devon's beautiful hedges ... 

We seem to be the last on the 

list for any road maintenance, 

often patch repairs last a very 

short time - poor 

workmanship. Bring back local 

Parish Lengthsman! 

 

I find the appearance of 

the roads entirely in 

keeping with what a 

Devonshire road ought to 

look like. 

 

There are huge problems 

with ice in the winter on the 

road. 

 

Poor standard of filling 

on many pothole 

repairs. Debris 

clearance from bridges 

after flooding to 

prevent re-occurrence. 

 

The road up to Crediton where 

the pot holes and constantly 

muddy, poor surface condition 

are dangerous, as well as 

damaging to vehicles... 

 

A very difficult issue because it is 

largely controlled by finance. Two 

major concerns on the C50 ... Flooding 

and subsidence ........ requiring a large 

budget and much disruption to solve. 
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Q36 - Would you support a proposal to make Hill Lane one way in its lower section, where there 

are no dwellings? [357 responses] 

 

Nearly half of respondents indicated that they held no opinion, just under a third disapproved of the 

one way proposal whilst less than a fifth supported the idea. In summary, there was no significant 

support for this proposal. 

 

Two views of Hill Lane 

 

  

  

YES - 71 or 19.89% 

NO - 111 or 
31.09%

NO OPINION - 175 
or 49.02%
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CONCLUSIONS FROM ROADS AND TRANSPORT 

Parish road speed 

• Just over half of the respondents preferred the current 30 mph limit through Nadderwater 

and Whitestone village followed by just under half who supported a reduction to 20 mph. 

There was negligible interest in an increased speed limit. 

• On the Old Tedburn Road [C50] just over a third of respondents supported a reduction to a 

40 mph limit, just over a quarter favoured a reduction to 30 mph, just over a fifth proposed a 

reduction to 50 mph whilst between a tenth and a fifth supported retaining the current 60 

mph limit. 

Summary - There is a clear mandate for a speed reduction on the Old Tedburn Road [C50], 

although no overriding view on what any revised speed limit should be. Respondents were evenly 

divided regarding any revision to the current 30 mph limit areas through Nadderwater and 

Whitestone village. Further investigation may be required to clarify what actions might be needed 

to address speed in these areas if limits are being breached or if legal speeds are still considered 

excessive. 

Parish bus services 

• Just over two thirds of respondents never use the 173 bus and just over four fifths never use 

the buses running along the Old Tedburn Road [C50]. 

• *The highest percentage of those using both bus routes is the 12 to 17 age group followed 

by the 5 to 11 year olds. [*see p.10] 

• Both the 173 bus and the buses running along the Old Tedburn Road [C50] are used mostly 

on weekday mornings and afternoons. 

• *It is the under 18 year olds who are the highest users of the bus services running along the 

C50 every weekday. Those aged between 5 and 11 years are the only group using the 173 

bus through Whitestone village every weekday. [*see p.10]  

• *At weekends, there is slightly higher usage by the ‘under 18 year olds’ of both the bus 

services running along the C50 and the 173 bus than any other age group. [*see p.10]  

• *Both bus routes have the highest usage for the range of stated purposes by the 12 to 17 

year olds. The second highest usage was by the 65 to 74 year olds. [*see p.10]  

• Irrespective of the route used respondents indicated that almost two fifths of the usage is 

for social/leisure purposes, with just over a third of all trips being for shopping purposes. 

• *Respondents aged between 45 and 54 years only ever use the bus services [both routes] 

for social/leisure purposes. [*see p.10] 

• Almost seven tenths of comments received indicated that bus services would be used more 

often if the service was more frequent, reliable and included late evening/night services. 

Matters such as provision of safe shelters and convenience of stops were also highlighted.  

 

Summary - There is clear evidence that school/college age young people use buses regularly. 

Despite the current lack of use by other age groups there is an indication that respondents would 

use bus services more if the service provision was better in tune with their needs; this warrants 

further investigation.  
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Parish roadside path provision 

• Almost two fifths of the respondents stated that roadside path provision was inadequate;     

a third had no opinion while just over a quarter of responses indicated that roadside paths 

were adequate. 

• Regarding funding of any provision for roadside path provision, two fifths of the respondents 

support public expenditure, just over a third had no opinion and just over a quarter of 

responses were against funding the idea.  

• Suggested potential locations for path provision demonstrated that in general the need was 

identified in connection with the more built up parts of the parish and/or in association with 

the most used ‘commuting routes’ where traffic frequency is thought to be greatest. These 

areas are perceived as higher risk areas for pedestrians.  

Summary - There is no overall mandate for action on this issue. Provision of roadside footpaths 

throughout the 30 mph zones and to the Exeter boundary seems the highest priority and probably 

the focus of the residents of these specific areas. Logistics and costs will be matters for 

consideration along with any links to actions taken forward on road speed. 

Parish winter highways co-ordinator 

• Three fifths of respondents felt that there should be a ‘Winter Conditions’ volunteer           

co-ordinator, just under a third indicated that they held no opinion whilst under a tenth of 

respondents felt there was no need for a co-ordinator.  
• There was most support for a  ‘Winter Conditions’ volunteer co-ordinator from those 

parishioners who have lived in the parish for three or more years, suggesting that they were 

responding from having experienced severe and adverse weather conditions. 

Summary - There should be a parish ‘Winter Conditions’ volunteer co-ordinator. 

Better enforcement of parish hedge cutting - highways and private hedges 

• Over half respondents felt that better enforcement of hedge cutting was needed, just under 

a quarter of respondents did not consider it an issue whilst just under a quarter held no 

opinion. 

Summary - There is a need to improve parish hedge cutting in an appropriately legal and 

environmentally sensitive manner. 

Parish road maintenance 

• Seven tenths of responders are dissatisfied with parish road maintenance, just over a fifth 

expressed satisfaction whilst just under a tenth expressed no opinion. 

• The top three items of road maintenance concern were potholes [just under a quarter of all 

responses made] followed by surface condition and drain/gully clearance [both of which 

attracted between a tenth and a fifth of all responses made]. 

• Other maintenance categories were road surface edge maintenance [just over a tenth of all 

responses made], subsidence [marginally over a tenth of all responses made] with 

reinstatement of camber, concreted gully provision and road signage each attracting less 

than a tenth of all responses.  
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• Just under nine tenths of all respondents to the question regarding specific road 

maintenance issues selected potholes as an issue of concern. Around three fifths of 

respondents selected surface condition and drain/gully clearance as other items of concern. 

• *All age groups cited potholes as their primary road maintenance concern. [*see p.10] 

• Additional issues raised included large vehicles [tractors, lorries etc] which have a 

detrimental impact on road surfaces; impaired visibility and slippery surfaces; debris and 

litter; insufficient road gritting during icy conditions and insufficient lighting on roads. 

Summary - Parish road maintenance issues attract significant support and concern. A range of 

appropriate solutions need to be found and implemented to address these. 

Proposal to make part of Hill Lane one way 

• Nearly half of respondents indicated no opinion, just under a third disapproved of the one 

way idea and less than a fifth supported it. 

Summary - There was no clear mandate to progress the idea of making Hill Lane one way.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Whitestone Parish Plan Steering Group has carried out the data gathering, questionnaire 

production, data analysis and completion of the final Parish Plan and Action Plan. The next table 

cross references the actions with the evidence arising out of the questionnaire feedback to support 

putting the actions in the Action Plan. The next stage is for the members of the parish to take the 

Action Plan forward. 

Lane at Oldridge

 

Parish in snow

 

Potholes in the parish

 

Potholes in the parish
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ROADS AND TRANSPORT - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED ROADS & TRANSPORT ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

8. Find the best way of either reducing speeds 
in the current 30 mph zones to a new limit of 20 
mph or enforcing the existing 30 mph limit – 
e.g. lobby to achieve this if required. 

Q23a - showed 52% of respondents wished to 
retain the 30 mph limit whilst 45% wished a 20 
mph limit. 

9. Find the best way of either reducing speeds 
to a new limit lower than the existing 60 mph 
limit or enforcing the existing speed limit along 
the Old Tedburn Road [C50] – e.g. lobby to 
achieve this if required. 

Q23b - showed 35% of respondents wished a 
40 mph limit, 27% wished a 30 mph limit, 22% 
wished a 50 mph limit and 15% wished to 
retain the 60 mph limit. 

10. Consider how to promote and improve all 
forms of road maintenance throughout the 
parish, identify problem areas and implement 
solutions – e.g. self-help, advising parishioners 
of how to report road condition issues such as 
potholes direct to the Devon County Council hot 
line, lobby appropriate bodies etc. 

Q33 - 70% not satisfied. 
Q34 - listed eight types of typical road problem 
- responses showed the degree of concern. 
Q35 - 65 additional comments highlighted 
further issues. 
Q52 - one of the top 1st, 2nd and 3rd choices. 

11. Put in place a ‘Winter Conditions’ volunteer 
co-ordinator and team, acknowledging those 
who have already shown an interest. 

Q31 - 61% of responses said YES to having a    
co-ordinator. 
There are volunteers for this role. 

12. Investigate mechanisms for improving 
roadside hedge cutting both by Highways and 
private individuals, mindful of statutory 
legislation for species protection, health and 
safety, cost-effectiveness etc.  Implement as 
appropriate. 

Q32 - 51% felt that there was a need for better 
enforcement of roadside hedge cutting. 

13. Given the findings of lack of bus usage: 
a) Communicate widely where buses run and 
stop within the parish. 
b) Explore if more frequent or better timed 
buses would encourage greater use and 
establish whether this is commercially or 
practically feasible. 
c) Investigate initiatives such as equipping our 
rural buses on both village and C50 routes with 
‘transponders’ that are linked digitally to small 
display boards at main bus pickup points to 
communicate anticipated times of arrival or 
cancellations. 

Q27 - 96 references made to bus frequency. 

14. Investigate the potential for a form of ‘ring 
and ride’, whether community based or more 
commercially sourced, to provide the flexibility 
that seems to be required from ‘bus transport’.  
Implement if feasible and viable. 

Q27 - 96 references made to bus frequency. 
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SECTION 5 - PLANNING 

Q37 - How far do you agree with this statement?  ‘I like the Parish as it is – i.e. mostly rural, very 

limited development’. [379 responses] 

 

Over seven tenths of respondents strongly agreed and under a fifth indicated moderate to mild 

agreement therefore in total over four fifths of respondents positively agreed with the statement. 

Q38 - How far do you agree with the statement that ‘It is important that Whitestone is   

designated by Teignbridge District Council as an “Area of Great Landscape Value” [AGLV] and that 

this designation is used in determining planning applications’? [367 responses]

 

 

Almost seven tenths of respondents strongly agreed and under a fifth indicated moderate to mild 

agreement therefore in total over four fifths of respondents positively agreed with the statement. 

266 or 70.19%

53 or 13.98%

45 or 11.87%

10 or 2.64%

5 or 1.32%

Strongly agree

Moderately to
mildly agree

Neutral views

Moderately to
mildly disagree

Strongly disagree

250 or 68.12%

55 or 14.99%

47 or 12.80%

10 or 2.73%

5 or 1.36%

Strongly agree

Moderately to
mildly agree

Neutral views

Moderately to
mildly disagree

Strongly disagree
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Q39 - Do you, as a member of the household, wish to have a separate home within the parish in 

the next five years? [375 responses] 

 

Over four fifths of respondents stated that no separate housing need was required. Less than one 

tenth of respondents foresaw a requirement for a separate home within the next five years whilst a 

similar number indicated a possible need in that timescale. 

Q40 - Which category does your desired accommodation fall into? [This question was only to be 

answered by people who responded ‘yes’ or ‘possibly’ to Q39. The graph shows those who 

responded ‘yes’ to accommodation types in this question - 49 responses] 

 

Just under a quarter of respondents to this question looked to self-build, about a fifth considered 

small private sector purchase, just under a fifth considered options not listed whilst between a tenth 

and a fifth sought family private sector purchase. 

YES - 25 or 6.67%

NO - 322 or 
85.86%

POSSIBLY 28 or 
7.47%

10 or 20.41%

3 or 6.12% 3 or 6.12%

0

8 or 16.33%

1 or 2.04%

3 or 6.12%

0 0

12 or 24.49%

9 or 18.37%

Small private
sector

purchase

Small private
sector rental

Small
supported
rental (e.g.

Housing
Association)

Small
agriculturally

tied

Family
private sector

purchase

Family
private sector

rental

Family
supported
rental (e.g.

Housing
Association)

Family
agriculturally

tied

Assisted living
(e.g.

sheltered /
adaptive
housing)

Self-build None of the
above
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Q41 - Should provision be made for development in the parish? [351 responses] 

 

Just over two fifths of respondents were against making provision for development; just under a 

third held no opinion whilst a quarter supported making some provision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

YES - 91 or 25.93%

NO - 147 or 
41.88%

NO OPINION - 113 
or 32.19%

General parish view in summer
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Q42 - If provision were to be made for development in the parish, what should it be for? 

[Responses were requested for each development category - between 267 - 285 responses / 

development category]                                                                                                                                                               

Figures quoted below within the bars are actual numbers of responses.  

 

Generally, respondents were opposed to the construction of facilities for leisure activities. 40% of 

respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with the idea, 36% remained neutral whilst some 24% 

strongly to mildly agreed with any such proposals. A total of 272 responses were made.  

There was strong opposition to the development of holiday accommodation. About 63% of 

respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with such proposals, 24% remained neutral whilst 13% 

strongly to mildly agreed with such developments. A total of 267 responses were made. 

Employment provision attracted a fairly even split of responses. 35% strongly to mildly agreed with 

the idea, 33% strongly to mildly disagreed whilst 32% remained neutral. A total of 275 responses 

were made. 

Respondents showed some support for the idea of local needs housing provision. Just over 41% 

strongly to mildly agreed with the concept, 31% strongly to mildly disagreed with the idea whilst 

28% remained neutral. A total of 281 responses were made. 

There was strong opposition to low cost housing provision. Just over 48% strongly to mildly 

disagreed with the idea, almost 30% strongly to mildly agreed with the proposal whilst 22% 

remained neutral. A total of 279 responses were made. 

General housing provision was also rejected by respondents. 46% strongly to mildly disagreed with 

any such proposals, just over 27% remained neutral whilst just under 27% strongly to mildly agreed 

with the idea. A total of 285 responses were made.   

24

40

41

37

6

24

52

42

75

58

29

42

78

62

78

89

64

97

39

38

30

44

43

37

92

97

57

47

125

72

Housing generally

Low cost housing
specifically

Local needs housing
specifically

Employment

Holiday
accommodation

specifically

Leisure activities
generally

Strongly agree Moderately to mildly agree Neutral views Moderately to mildly disagree Strongly disagree
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Q43 – Should any other types of development be considered? [53 responses] 

 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Recreation - e.g.  motor sports, a swimming pool, a play park for small children, a 

football pitch and horse riding stables. 

- Housing - mobile home parks, small scale housing, low-cost housing, housing estates, 

sustainable housing, accessible housing for those with disabilities and gypsy and 

traveller sites. 

- Economy - post office, a pub, shops, restaurants, car parks, an industrial estate, solar 

arrays and wind turbines. 

 

  

Properties of interesting design 

and ecological awareness. 

 

I don't believe that the village has the 

infrastructure to support any significant 

further development. 

 

You need to consider what is NOT needed, and 

that is larger-scale industrial concerns and 

anything that affects people's quality of life. 

 

No light 

pollution. 
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Q44 - Should more agricultural buildings be converted to non-agricultural use? [368 responses] 

   

Just over half of respondents indicated that the matter would rely on the individual proposal detail; 

a quarter opposed such conversions, just over a tenth supported whilst a tenth held no opinion. 

Q45 - How do you feel about any commercial scale development of green energy within the 

parish? [Responses - 375 on wind turbines, 365 on solar arrays] 

 

About two fifths of respondents objected to such developments, a similar proportion said their 

views would depend on individual detail; just over a tenth supported this type of proposal whilst just 

under a tenth held no opinion. 

YES - 45 or 12.23%

NO - 94 or 25.54%

NO OPINION - 37 
or 10.05%

DEPENDS ON 
INDIVIDUAL 

DETAIL - 192 or 
52.18%

49 or 13.07% 41 or 11.23%

153 or 40.80%
139 or 38.08%

141 or 37.60%
152 or 41.65%

32 or 8.53% 33 or 9.04%

Wind turbines Solar arrays

Support Object Depends on individual detail No opinion
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Q46 - How would you feel about any commercial scale development of green energy within the 

parish, if the parish were assured of deriving some benefit to its facilities and amenities from such 

development? [Responses - 374 on wind, 369 on solar] 

 

Inserting the idea of a locally derived benefit from such schemes did not alter the general views of 

the respondents to this question. Responses are as for Q45. 

Q47 - Are there any types of development that you would not like to see occurring within the 

parish? [142 individual responses, summarised into the general groupings below]  

Groups most often mentioned in comments:  

- Large housing developments/estates of any type. 

- Industrial developments, including related factories, depots etc, fracking. 

- Commercial developments, including related factories, depots etc. 

Other grouped comments: 

- Gypsy and traveller sites. 

- Holiday or resort complexes, caravan parks [holiday]. 

- Chalet or mobile home parks [residential]. 

- Solar farms, wind turbines and mobile phone masts. 

- Supermarkets. 

- Waste disposal sites and incinerators. 

- Large agricultural developments including bio-digesters. 

- Small scale - Council housing, low cost housing, social housing. 

- New roads, road widening. 

- Any development that increases traffic or noise or light or pollution. 

- Anything more than two storeys high. 

- Stables and equestrian related. 

- Luxury housing.                   

56 or 14.97% 43 or 11.65%

161 or 43.05%
143 or 38.75%

127 or 33.96%
155 or 42.01%

30 or 8.02% 28 or 7.59%

Wind turbines Solar arrays

Support Object Depends on individual detail No opinion
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Q48 - How do you feel about the possibility of the Exwick residential area ‘overflowing’ into 

Whitestone Parish? [382 responses] 

 

    
 

Almost seven tenths of respondents objected to such an ‘overflow’, almost a fifth indicated that the 

individual detail would have a bearing on their views, just over a tenth of respondents expressed no 

opinion whilst there was negligible support for any such development. 

Q49 – ‘If there were to be any new development within the parish, it should be restricted to sites 

accessed directly from the main village road or the Old Tedburn Road i.e. not on single track 

roads’. Please give us your opinion of this statement [372 responses] 

 

Just over three fifths of respondents strongly to mildly agreed with the statement, just over a 

quarter held neutral views whilst just over a tenth disagreed strongly to mildly. 

SUPPORT - 2 or 
0.52%

OBJECT - 265 or 
69.37%

DEPENDS ON 
INDIVIDUAL 

DETAIL - 70 or 
18.33%

NO OPINION - 45 
or 11.78%

184 or 49.46%

50 or 13.44%

97 or 26.08%

24 or 6.45%
17 or 4.57%

Strongly agree Moderately to
mildly agree

Neutral views Moderately to
mildly disagree

Strongly disagree
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Q50 - If provision were to be made for any new development within the parish, which of the 

following potential locations do you consider most appropriate?                                                      

[There were between 288 and 311 responses/potential development location descriptions].                                                                                                 

Figures quoted below within the bars are actual numbers of responses. 

 

 

Generally, respondents were opposed to developments anywhere within the parish. Some 65% of 

respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals, 29% remained neutral whilst 6% 

strongly to mildly agreed with the idea. A total of 288 responses were made. 

Respondents were marginally supportive of small scale additions to existing housing clusters. 37% 

strongly to mildly agreed with the idea, 33% remained neutral whilst some 30% of respondents 

strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals. A total of 309 responses were made.  

There was opposition to development at the Exwick fringe. Some 56% of respondents strongly to 

mildly disagreed with any such proposals, 30% remained neutral whilst 14% strongly to mildly 

agreed with the idea. A total of 297 responses were made. 

There was some marginal acceptance of the potential for development anywhere along Old Tedburn 

Road. Almost 38% strongly to mildly agreed with the idea, 33% remained neutral whilst some 29% of 

respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals. A total of 294 responses were 

made. 

There was some marginal acceptance of the potential for development in the village within the 30 

mph speed limit. 37% strongly to mildly agreed with the idea, 32% of respondents strongly to mildly 

disagreed with any such proposals whilst 31% remained neutral. A total of 311 responses were 

made. 

  

39

34

10

32

3

75

76

32

83

14

98

98

90

101

85

29

37

31

43

30

70

49

134

50

156

Village within 30mph
speed limit

Old Tedburn Road
(anywhere along this

road)

Exwick Fringe

Small scale additions to
existing housing clusters

Anywhere in the parish

Strongly agree Moderately to mildly agree Neutral views Moderately to mildly disagree Strongly disagree
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Q51 - If you would like to make any other comments regarding Planning matters in general, please 

add your comments in the box below [41 responses] 

 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Protection and conservation of Whitestone area. 

- Monitoring and enforcement - to prevent damage to the environment, building without 

planning permission and general littering or fly tipping. 

- Concerns about the conversion of agricultural buildings to domestic use. 

- Concerns about over-development, particularly regarding large housing estates. 

- Strains on the existing infrastructure e.g. traffic and roads. 

- More activities for children and teenagers. 

- Preservation of green fields and the ‘green belt’. 

- The needs and opinions of the residents of Whitestone to be taken into account. 

 

                       

  

Summer view towards Holcombe Burnell
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Q51 - If you would like to make any other comments regarding Planning matters in general, please 

add your comments in the box below [41 responses] 

 

 

  

No more gypsy and 

traveller sites within 

the parish. 

 

Stop conversion of garages and 

barns into dwellings a few years 

down the line after planning has 

been sought for original 

building.  Ignoring planning law 

by living in dwellings that 

haven't had planning 

permission. 

 

I would not wish to 

see significant 

building of new 

houses. If this were 

to occur, I would 

wish it to be small 

scale, low cost 

housing, with some 

character, located in 

or close to the village 

to suit local needs. 

 

Disused agricultural 

buildings should be 

granted permission 

for conversion to 

residential as 

buildings are existing. 

 

Insist Teignbridge District 

Council take more notice 

of local opinion. 

 

Would really appreciate 

us all being ‘in the loop’ 

as much as possible if 

developments are being 

discussed/proposed/ 

consulted on?  

 

The parish needs to guard 

carefully the high quality of 

the Whitestone landscape 

right from the edge of the 

city of Exeter. 

In recent times a 

number of tipping 

operations have taken 

place in Whitestone to 

combine the creation 

of level sites with the 

cheap disposal of 

unwanted material .... 

This practice should 

stop. 

 

The welfare of residents 

should be paramount. 

Such welfare needs to be 

considered in all 

applications, as many 

residents themselves 

don't like to express an 

opinion, in case of 

repercussions. 

 

Ensure there are 

no retrospective 

planning 

applications 

permitted. 

Planning 

department 

needs to be pro-

active and ensure 

conditions are 

enforced and not 

ignored. 

 

The village of 

Whitestone is in need of 

development to allow 

the village to ‘form’ as a 

proper community. 
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CONCLUSIONS FROM PLANNING 

Perception of the parish 

• Over seven tenths of respondents strongly agreed with the statement ‘I like the parish as it is 

- i.e. mostly rural with very limited development’ whilst under a fifth indicated moderate to 

mild agreement. Therefore, in total over four fifths of respondents positively agreed with 

this statement. 

• *This view of the statement was strongly supported throughout all the age groups and 

regardless of how long people have lived in the parish. [*see p.10] 

• Almost seven tenths of respondents strongly agreed with the statement ‘It is important that 

Whitestone is designated by Teignbridge District Council as an “Area of Great Landscape 

Value” [AGLV] and that this designation is used in determining planning applications’. Under 

a fifth of respondents indicated moderate to mild agreement. Therefore, in total over four 

fifths of respondents positively agreed with this statement. 

Summary - 83% of all respondents value the rural nature of the parish including its landscape 

designation and would not wish this to be compromised by additional development. These views 

should be fed into the planning process at all levels. 

 

Parish demand for additional housing 

• Less than a tenth of respondents [28 people] said ‘yes’ to the requirement for a separate 

home within the next five years with a further 25 people indicating a ‘possible’ need. The 

vast majority of respondents [322 people] had no additional housing need. 

• Of those respondents who indicated a definite or possible need for housing and who also 

indicated a definite housing preference - 12 people looked to self build, 10 considered small 

private sector purchase, 9 considered options not listed, 8 thought of family private sector 

purchase, 3 people looked to small private sector rental, 3 considered small supported 

rental [e.g. Housing Association], 3 wanted family supported rental [e.g. Housing 

Association], 1 sought family private sector rental whilst there was no indicated demand for 

agriculturally tied properties or assisted living provision. 

Summary – There is a very limited demand for additional housing stock from current parishioners; 

stated preferences were for self build or private sector purchase of various sizes.  

 

Development provision within the parish 

• Just over two fifths of respondents were against the principle of provision being made for 

development; just under a third held no opinion whilst a quarter supported such provision. 

• *The largest proportion of those answering ‘no’ to this question was those who had chosen 

to live in Whitestone for environmental reasons. [*see p.10] 

Summary – Two fifths of respondents were opposed to any provision being made for further 

development in the parish. 
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Potential for Exwick residential area ‘overflowing’ into Whitestone Parish  

• Almost seven tenths of respondents objected to the idea of an ‘overflow’, almost one fifth 

indicated that the individual detail would have a bearing on their views, just over one tenth 

of respondents expressed no opinion whilst there was negligible support for any such 

development. 

Summary – Almost seven tenths of respondents were opposed to Exeter residential ‘overflow’ into 

the parish. There was negligible support for this potential development. 

 

Should more agricultural buildings be converted to non-agricultural use?  

• Just over half of respondents indicated that the matter would rely on the individual detail of 

the proposal, a quarter opposed such conversions, just over a tenth supported this type of 

proposal whilst a tenth held no opinion. 

Summary – Respondents felt that the individual circumstances of specific barn conversion 

proposals were of overriding importance. Ways will need to be found to ensure that parishioners 

are aware of such proposals in a timely manner and that informed feedback can be received both 

by Whitestone Parish Council and Teignbridge District Council on such planning matters. 

 

Commercial scale development of green energy within the parish 

• About two fifths of respondents objected to wind turbine and/or solar array developments, 

a similar proportion said their views would depend on the individual detail, just over a tenth 

supported the concept whilst marginally under a tenth held no opinion. 

• *Those who chose to live in the parish for environmental reasons were not the group that 

responded the strongest to having wind turbines and solar arrays within the parish. [*see p.10] 

• Introducing the idea of a locally derived benefit associated with the development of such 

schemes did not alter the general views of the respondents to the question. 

Summary – Two fifths of respondents opposed wind turbine and/or solar array developments 

whilst a further two fifths indicated that the individual circumstances of the scheme would dictate 

their opposition or support. Ways will need to be found to ensure that parishioners are made 

aware of such proposals in a timely manner so that informed feedback can be received both by 

Whitestone Parish Council and Teignbridge District Council on such planning matters. 

 

If the parish were required to make provision for development, what should it be for?  

• This question asked for responses to six specified types of development. Respondents were 

asked to express their degree of support or opposition for each type. Not all respondents 

gave a view on each development type. 

•  Respondents were opposed to the following types of development - holiday 

accommodation [63% of responses], low cost housing [48%], general housing [46%] and 

construction of facilities for leisure activities [40%]. 
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• *Those who chose to live in the parish for environmental reasons most strongly disagreed   

with making parish provision for holiday accommodation. [*see p.10] 

• For each type of development, there was a significant ‘neutral’ view indicated which varied 

between just over a fifth and just over a third of the responses per development type. 

• Housing provision for local needs attracted two fifths support in responses [but note there 

was very low current projected demand]. 

• Provision for employment showed an even three way split between support, opposition and 

neutral views in responses for each development type.  

• *Younger respondents [under 25] were more supportive of employment provision within 

the parish than those aged 55 years and over who strongly opposed such provision. [*see p.10]  

• Respondents observed that the following categories of development should also have been 

subject to consideration and comment: 

- Recreation [motor sports, swimming pool, football pitch, horse riding stables] 

- Housing [mobile home parks, small housing, sustainable housing, gypsy and traveller sites] 

- Economy [a post office, a pub, shops, restaurants, car parks, an industrial estate] 

Summary - There was a high level of opposition to any development of holiday accommodation, 

low cost housing, general housing or leisure activities that require planning permission. There was 

some support for housing to meet local needs, although there is actually very little current 

projected demand. It was felt that some other development types [not mentioned in the planning 

questions posed to parishioners] should also have been consulted on within the questionnaire. 

 

Types of development that respondents did not want to see occurring within the parish 

• Large housing developments/estates of any type.  

• Industrial including related factories, depots etc, fracking.  

• Commercial developments including related factories, depots etc. 

• Gypsy and traveller sites. 

• Holiday or resort complexes, caravan parks [holiday]. 

• Chalet or mobile home parks [residential]. 

• Solar farms, wind turbines and mobile phone masts. 

• Retail e.g. supermarkets. 

• Waste disposal sites and incinerators. 

• Large agricultural developments including bio-digesters. 

• Small scale - council housing, low cost housing, social housing. 

• New roads, road widening. 

• Any development that increases traffic, noise or light pollution. 

• Anything more than two storeys high. 

• Stables or equestrian related. 

• Luxury housing.                   

Summary – There is significant opposition to developments that would increase traffic, noise or 

light pollution; alter the current rural character; alter the balance of the housing stock or the 

balance of existing development within the parish. 
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If new development must take place, where should it be located? 

• 50% of respondents strongly agreed with the statement that ‘any new development within 

the parish should be restricted to sites accessed directly from the main village road or the Old 

Tedburn Road i.e. not on single track roads’, 26% held neutral views, 13% agreed moderately 

to mildly with the statement, 7% disagreed moderately to mildly whilst 5% of respondents 

disagreed strongly.  

• Respondents were opposed to developments anywhere within the parish. Some 65% of 

respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals, 29% remained neutral 

whilst only 6% strongly to mildly agreed with the idea.  

• Respondents were marginally supportive of small scale additions to existing housing clusters. 

37% strongly to mildly agreed with the idea, 33% remained neutral whilst some 30% of 

respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals.  

• There was opposition to development at the Exwick fringe. Some 56% of respondents 

strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals, 30% remained neutral whilst 14% 

strongly to mildly agreed with the idea. 

• There was some marginal acceptance of the potential for development anywhere along Old 

Tedburn Road. Almost 38% strongly to mildly agreed with the idea, 33% remained neutral 

whilst some 29% of respondents strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals.  

• There was some marginal acceptance of the potential for development in the village within 

the 30 mph speed limit. 37% strongly to mildly agreed with the idea, 32% of respondents 

strongly to mildly disagreed with any such proposals whilst 31% remained neutral.  

Summary - 65% of respondents were opposed to development anywhere in the parish. If any 

development must take place it should be located within the village 30 mph limit or along the Old 

Tedburn Road [C50] and not at the Exwick fringe. Respondents were marginally supportive of 

small scale additions to existing housing clusters. 

 

General additional Planning items raised 

• Protection and conservation of the Whitestone area with its green fields and ‘green belt’. 

• The need for monitoring and planning enforcement to prevent damage, littering and 

building without planning permission. 

• Concerns about over-development particularly regarding large housing estates. 

• Consideration of the strains on the existing infrastructure with regards to traffic and roads. 

• The needs and opinions of the residents of Whitestone to be taken into account. 

Summary of general local environment issues – There was a desire to protect and conserve the 

parish in a good environmental condition and for local opinions to be taken into account by 

planning authorities with proper enforcement including follow up of planning conditions. 

The Whitestone Parish Plan Steering Group has carried out the data gathering, questionnaire 

production, data analysis and completion of the final Parish Plan and Action Plan. The next table 

cross references the actions with the evidence arising out of the questionnaire feedback to support 

putting the actions in the Action Plan. The next stage is for the members of the parish to take the 

Action Plan forward. 
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PLANNING - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED PLANNING ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

15. Aim to do everything possible to ensure that 
the parish remains mostly rural, with very 
limited development, mindful of noise/light 
pollution matters and issues regarding 
retrospective planning permission.  Note - This 
sentiment has very high local support. 

Q37 - 70% of respondents strongly agreed, with 
almost 14% in the moderately to mildly agreed 
category. Total of 84% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% of respondents objected to any 
potential Exwick ‘overspill’. 
Q47 and Q51 responses supported this action 

16. Aim to ensure that Teignbridge District 
Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
remember that Whitestone lies in an ‘Area of 
Great Landscape Value’ when carrying out their 
respective statutory roles. Note - This 
sentiment has very high local support. 

Q38 - 68% of responses strongly agreed, with 
almost 15% in the moderately to mildly agreed 
category. Total of 83% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% of respondents objected to any 
potential Exwick ‘overspill’. 
Q47 and Q51 responses supported this action. 

17. Respectfully request that Teignbridge 
District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
demonstrate that when carrying out their 
respective statutory roles, they act on and take 
note of the strength and nature of local opinion 
in regard to ensuring that the parish remains 
mostly rural, with very limited development, 
including in the context of consideration of any 
planning applications in the parish. 

Q37 - 70% of respondents strongly agreed, with 
almost 14% in the moderately to mildly agreed 
category. Total of 84% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% of respondents objected to any 
potential Exwick ‘overspill’. 
Q47 - refer to ‘would not like’ responses which 
supported this action. 

18. Respectfully request that Teignbridge 
District Council and Whitestone Parish Council 
demonstrate that when carrying out their 
respective statutory roles, they act on and take 
note of the strength and nature of local opinion 
in regard to Whitestone’s location within an 
‘Area of Great Landscape Value’, including in 
the context of consideration of any planning 
applications in the parish. 

Q38 - 68% of responses strongly agreed, with 
almost 15% in the moderately to mildly agreed 
category. Total of 83% gave positive support. 
Q48 - 69% of respondents objected to any 
potential Exwick ‘overspill’ 
Q47 - refer to ‘would not like’ responses which 
supported this action. 

19. Explore, agree and implement a mechanism 
or mechanisms to enable parishioners to be 
made fully aware of the details of planning 
applications in advance of the application 
coming before the Parish Council for 
consideration. Of particular interest are 
agricultural building conversion proposals, wind 
turbines and solar arrays seeking planning 
permission. This would help to gauge the 
strength of local opinion on the individual 
proposals and thus inform the Parish Council’s 
consideration of and comments on these 
planning items. 

Q44 - 52% of responses indicated that they 
would want to see details of proposals for 
agricultural barn conversions, 25% stated that 
they objected. 
Q45 - 37% of wind and 41% of solar 
respondents indicated that they would want to 
see details of proposals, 40% of wind and 38% 
of solar respondents stated that they objected. 
Q46 - similar results to Q45. 
Q47 - refer to ‘would not like’ responses which 
include wind turbines and solar arrays. 
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SECTION 6 - GENERAL 

Q52 - If funding were to be made available [from somewhere] for parish projects, what would be 

your top three things to spend money on? [410 responses, some including multiple issues] 

 

1st choices were: 

• Roads - maintenance 

• Leisure related  

• Roads - speed 

2nd choices were: 

• Leisure related  

• Roads - maintenance 

• Roads - speed 

3rd choices were: 

• Leisure related 

• Shop/post office 

• Roads - speed 

 

Recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Improvements to the village/parish hall - e.g. removing the central pillar, renovating and rebuilding. 

- More activities and clubs for young people. 

- More community events - e.g. festivals and clubs. 

- A community space - e.g. renovating the village hall or building a pub. 

- Community facilities - e.g. a shop, post office, café, restaurant or bar. 

- Improvements to the roads - e.g. filling potholes, resurfacing, lighting, drainage and hedge cutting. 

- Improvements to the footpaths and bridleways for safety, accessibility and recreation. 

- Changes made to speed limits to increase safety - e.g. speed cameras, speed limits and speed bumps. 

- Improved bus services - e.g. more frequent services, later services, subsidised services and more bus 

shelters. 

- Leisure facilities - e.g. tennis courts, football pitches, swimming pool, cycle paths, mobile library, a 

gym and allotments. 

- Broadband or Wi-Fi or mobile phone coverage. 

- More accessibility around the village. 

- Street lighting in the village. 

- Conservation areas or reserves for wildlife and nature. 

- Specific areas for dog-walking. 

- Support for the elderly and disabled - e.g. buddy schemes, facilities, driving scheme and assistance. 

- Courses and classes - e.g. first aid course. 

- Litter clearing and cleaning of public areas. 

- Improvements to the church. 

Some items raised here had already been the subject of more detailed questions, others have limited support.  
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Q53 - If funding were to be made available via the parish precept, how much increase in parish 
precept would you support? [312 responses] 
 
[Note for information – A parish precept is part of the Council Tax, levied by the District Council on 
each household, to be spent within the parish from which it was raised. To give an idea of the cost of 
any increase, the total parish precept for 2014/5 was £6,000 typically – this meant that a charge of 
£19.14 per year was levied on a band D household] 

 

 

Almost two fifths of respondents would support a 25% [£4.78 for a band D property based on 

2014/15 charges] increase in precept, over a quarter would support a 50% [£9.56 for a band D 

property based on 2014/15 charges] increase in precept, just over a fifth wished the precept to 

remain the same [£0 increase], just over a tenth supported a 100% [£19.14 for a band D property 

based on 2014/15 charges] increase in precept whilst there was negligible support for a 75% [£14.35 

for a band D property based on 2014/15 charges] increase. 

Q54 - Do you have any further matters/issues that you would like to raise concerning Whitestone 

parish, the Parish Plan, or this questionnaire? [51 responses] 

Summary - Participants gave their views on life in Whitestone, aired their concerns about different 

issues and commented on the things they liked about living in Whitestone. They also made 

suggestions for improvements, raised issues and gave their thoughts on subjects discussed earlier in 

the questionnaire. Residents appreciated the opportunity to give their views, were looking forward 

to seeing the results of the questionnaire and what would come about as a result. 

  

66 or 21.16%

122 or 39.10%

79 or 25.32%

7 or 2.24%

38 or 12.18%

No increase 25% - £4.78 50% - £9.56 75% - £14.35 100% - £19.14

Hay Crop
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Q54 - Do you have any further matters/issues that you would like to raise concerning Whitestone 

parish, the Parish Plan, or this questionnaire? [51 responses] 

            

Whitestone, with its 

good community 

spirit and stunning 

views of the city and 

countryside, is a 

great place to live. 

 

Some 

questions 

only apply 

to small 

interest 

groups .... 

 

[encouraging and 

developing] ....... a 

demographic 

balance, brings with 

it other positive 

benefits to the 

community. 

 

Improve 

signage to 

warn 

motorists of 

horses. 

 

Efforts to support wildlife.... bird 

boxes, plant wild flowers, bug 

houses, bat houses ... prevent wild 

flowers being cut. 

 

1 and 2 School Houses must remain 

in the control of the Parish Council 

as letting properties. 

 

Every effort should be made to 

protect the rural nature of 

Whitestone parish - a very 

valuable Devon asset. 

 

 Whitestone is a 

sprawling parish. 

Nadderwater comes 

under the plan but 

wasn’t specifically 

mentioned. 

 

As we live [to the 

west] we regard 

ourselves as part 

of Tedburn rather 

than Whitestone. 

 

This 

questionnaire has 

taken at least a 

year too long in 

being issued. 

 

Thanks for 

working so hard 

to produce this 

on our behalf. 

 

Parish hall 

needs to be 

fitted with Wi-

Fi. ... 

 

Need to monitor postal 

services to check that 

they are sufficient for 

the village. 

 

I feel very sorry for 

anybody coming to the 

so called village... [you] 

only [fit in] if you live in a 

big house or talk posh... 

 

Need Tree 

Preservation Orders 

put on many more of 

our old and 

important trees in 

the parish.  
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CONCLUSIONS FROM GENERAL 

Top three parish projects if funding were to be made available 

Respondents’ first choices were: 

• Roads - maintenance 

• Leisure related  

• Roads - speed 

Taking account of second and third choices, shop/post office also figured as a high priority. 

From all the responses given to this section, recurring themes are summarised below: 

- Improvements to the village/parish hall - e.g. removing the central pillar, renovating and rebuilding. 

- More activities and clubs for young people. 

- More community events - e.g. festivals and clubs. 

- A community space - e.g. renovating the village hall or building a pub. 

- Community facilities - e.g. a shop, post office, café, restaurant or bar. 

- Improvements to the roads - e.g. filling potholes, resurfacing, lighting, drainage and hedge cutting. 

- Improvements to the footpaths/bridleways for safety, accessibility and recreation. 

- Changes made to speed limits to increase safety - e.g. speed cameras, speed limits and speed bumps. 

- Improved bus services - e.g. more frequent services, later services, subsidised services and more bus 

shelters. 

- Leisure facilities - e.g. tennis courts, football pitches, swimming pool, cycle paths, mobile library, a 

gym and allotments. 

- Broadband or Wi-Fi or mobile phone coverage. 

- More accessibility around the village. 

- Street lighting in the village. 

- Conservation areas or reserves for wildlife and nature. 

- Specific areas for dog-walking. 

- Support for the elderly and disabled - e.g. buddy schemes, facilities, driving scheme and assistance. 

- Courses and classes - e.g. first aid course. 

- Litter clearing and cleaning of public areas. 

- Improvements to the church. 

Many of the items listed above had already been the subject of more detailed questions within the 

questionnaire others had limited support and therefore would not be a priority for funding. Items 

are included here to demonstrate the range of ideas forthcoming from respondents. 

Summary - It is clear that road maintenance and road speed are top of most respondents agendas 

for action. These items are unlikely to be able to be progressed and addressed without significant 

partnership working with and funding from relevant responsible bodies. The roads maintenance 

and speed issues are listed under the Roads and Transport section of the Action Plan. The leisure 

related item and the desire for a shop/post office within the parish have a better potential for 

local project management and progression and for some if not all funding coming from within the 

parish.  These items are listed under the Parish Life section of the Action Plan. There are also some 

items of minor parish improvements that were not at the top of the wish lists but would add to 

the local environs without undue cost or time delay. These have been noted as ‘quick-fixes’ under 

miscellaneous local enhancements in the Parish Life section of the Action Plan. It was thought 

appropriate to have a range of short, medium and long term projects to take forward to retain 

parishioner interest and involvement over time. 
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What level of parish precept would you support to fund parish schemes?  

• Almost two fifths of respondents would support a 25% [£4.78 for a band D property based 

on 2014/15 charges] increase in precept, over a quarter would support a 50% [£9.56 for a 

band D property based on 2014/15 charges] increase in precept, just over a fifth wished the 

precept to remain the same [£0 increase], just over a tenth supported a 100% [£19.14 for a 

band D property based on 2014/15 charges] increase in precept whilst there was negligible 

support for a 75% [£14.35 for a band D property based on 2014/15 charges] increase. 

• *Those who have lived in the parish between three and five years are the most willing to 

support a 100% increase in the parish precept with the second highest support for this 

increase coming from  those who have lived in the parish 21 to 30 years. [*see p.10]   

• *Support for the 25% increase in precept was unrelated to how long respondents had lived 

in the parish. This value of increased precept was particularly well supported by those who 

are employed and work within the parish; those who are self employed and work within the 

parish and homemakers. [*see p.10] 

Summary - Respondents seem willing to bear an increase in parish precept to fund locally 

beneficial projects. The Parish Council may wish to follow this up when next considering precept 

setting.   

 

General comments relating to Whitestone parish, the Parish Plan and the questionnaire 

 

Summary:  

• Participants gave their views on life in Whitestone, aired their concerns about different 

issues and commented on the things they liked about living in Whitestone.  

• They also made suggestions for improvements, raised issues and gave their thoughts on 

subjects discussed earlier in the questionnaire.  

• Residents appreciated the opportunity to give their views, were looking forward to seeing 

the results of the questionnaire and what would come about as a result. 

 

The Whitestone Parish Plan Steering Group has carried out the data gathering, questionnaire 

production, data analysis and completion of the final Parish Plan and Action Plan. The next table 

cross references the actions with the evidence arising out of the questionnaire feedback to support 

putting the actions in the Action Plan. The next stage is for the members of the parish to take the 

Action Plan forward. 
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GENERAL - ACTIONS 

 

SUGGESTED GENERAL ACTION EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT 

 

20. Improve all aspects of parish communication as 
required. 

In almost every aspect of the questionnaire 
responses the issue of the need to improve 
communications arose. Some issues are specific and 
have been developed within the topic headings in 
this document, but the issue remains a general one. 

20a. Make the planning application link more 

prominent on the parish website, e.g. put reference 
on the website front page – to raise awareness of 
how to access local planning applications/planning 
matters and all the supporting information. 

Arising from the responses to Planning section of 
questionnaire. 
 

20b. Produce and maintain a simple guide on how to 
get details of any planning application, how local 
feedback can be made about planning matters – e.g. 
direct correspondence with Teignbridge District 
Council, raise with District Councillor, comment at 
the relevant Parish Council meeting etc. Promote 
and make the guide available to parishioners, using 
all appropriate communication methods. 

Arising from the responses to Planning section of 
questionnaire. 

20c. Promote understanding of the Teignbridge 
District Wide Local Plan [TDWLP] and the changes in 
planning legislation regarding the conversion of 
agricultural buildings so that parishioners have the 
correct information and understanding before 
objecting to or supporting planning applications. 

Arising from the responses to Planning section of 
questionnaire. 

20d. Set up a team to produce, maintain and deliver 
as required, a Whitestone Parish Information Pack 
for new [and existing] residents. To include current 
bus timetables, locations of bus stops, contact 
numbers and details of clubs and groups, Parochial 
Church Council information regarding services and 
church related activities, local police, Parish Council 
members, parish magazine contacts etc. Promote 
Pack to parishioners using all appropriate 
communication methods e.g. notices on parish/hall 
notice boards, keep a copy on the website etc. 

Arising from the responses to questionnaire. 

20e. Suggest that leaders of existing groups and 
clubs consider all forms of communication to reach 
parish residents and that contact details are always 
provided with short summaries describing the 
nature and scope of the group/club [including 
whether kit and equipment is provided or ‘bring 
your own’ is needed] and indicating whether a 
‘standard’ e.g. learner to experienced, is required, or 
is it - ‘all welcome’. 

Arising from the responses to Parish Life and Local 
Environment sections of questionnaire. 

21. Parish Council to note support for an increase in 
parish precept to fund schemes for parish benefit 
and to consider implementing rises as appropriate. 

Q53 – responses gave 39% support for a 25% precept 
increase; 25% support for 50% increase; 21% support 
for no increase; 12% supported a 100% increase. 
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What next? 

The Parish Plan Steering Committee Group has completed its work and now it is time for the 

community of Whitestone to take the Action Plan forward and implement it. The Parish Plan 

identifies what is important and what is not important to our community. The Action Plan arose 

from the analysis of your responses to the questions asked in the Questionnaire. Some of the actions 

may need the help and support of the Parish Council and/or the involvement of outside bodies and 

external financing. Many actions are small scale - suitable for individuals or small groups to pursue.  

We envisage that an ‘Action Plan Steering Group’ will be formed made up of interested and 

enthusiastic members of the parish. This body will be responsible for overseeing sub - groups and 

individuals who volunteer to take on an action, ensuring that the findings of the Parish Plan are 

adhered to. Monitoring of progress on the actions is likely to be necessary for efficiency and to avoid 

duplication of effort. Time scales have not been stipulated on the Action Plan at this stage, as clearly 

some actions will take longer to explore than others with respect to feasibility, development, 

implementation and subsequent monitoring.  

Remembering that communication needs to be at the core of everything we do, we invite you to 

take ownership of the Whitestone Parish Action Plan and move forward with these actions for the 

benefit of everyone in the parish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note:  The format and content of the Whitestone Parish Plan and its Appendix, the Whitestone 

Action Plan and Summary Leaflet are all subject to their authors’ and/or owners’ copyright. There is no 

objection to the unaltered documents being copied in any way for private use. Any use for commercial 

purposes will require the prior written consent of the respective authors and/or owners. No part of the 

documents listed may be used separately without prior written permission or taken out of context. 

Changes may not be made to the documents without the prior written permission of the respective 

authors and/or owners. Please contact the Steering committee members for further information.  

Whitestone sunrise 9th July 2017
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